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THURSDAYJUNE 17,1982
(Whereupon, the proceedings commenced at 9:24 a.m. as follows:)
PRESIDENT PAUL G. KLOSTER: Ladies and gentlemen, I'll call to order the 61st Annual General Assembly
of the Integrated Bar of the State of North Dakota, which is also the 82nd Annual Meeting of the State Bar
Association of North Dakota.
In getting underway the Honorable Jon R. Kerian of Minot will lead us in the Pledge of Allegiance to our flag.
JUDGE JON R. KERIAN: I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America, and to the republic
for which it stands, one nation, under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you, Judge.
I'll now call on J. Philip Johnson, our revered, and now Reverend, Immediate Past President who will offer
our invocation.
PAST-PRESIDENT J. PHILIP JOHNSON: Would you stand, please?
Heavenly Father, God of Abraham, Jacob, and Moses, Law Giver, Legislator upon tablets of stone,
Compassionate Father, Author of Christian morality, give to this gathering of those who study the law and its
applications a measure of your understanding, a glimmer of your wisdom. Help us to follow the injunction of your
Prophet Micah. And what does the Lord require of thee but to do justice, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly
with thy God.
Amen.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you, Phil, for that fitting beginning to our meeting.
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PRESIDENT-ELECT H. F. (SPARKY) GIERKE: Ladies and gentlemen, it's my pleasure and privilege at
this time to announce to you for his annual State of the Association address our hard working President over the
last year, Paul Kloster of Dickinson. Paul.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you. The comment is appreciated. And I would like to announce and point out
that there is no opportunity provided to anyone for rebuttal.
Mr. Chief Justice, Justices, all of the Judges of the courts of our State, and fellow lawyers.
During the past year, indeed during the two preceding years, I have become more keenly aware of not only
activities of our Association, but also as to how our activities and programs compare with those of other Bars. The
latter comes about both from reports and through attendance at various meetings, conferences, and seminars that
have been provided through the American Bar Association or its sections and committees, and also conferences,
meetings, and reports that are of a more regional nature.
I'm pleased to report to you that my conclusion is that our Association ranks very high when compared with
most Bars. I have no doubt that a critical appraisal by a person who's not a North Dakota lawyer would demand
the same conclusion. This is not to say that we can smuggly stagnate until we either face a problem of
embarrassing proportions or until the stature of our Association would decline dramatically.
We have a viable mandatory CLE program, among the first of such programs adopted, whereas some Bars
are in the stage of debate and controversy on the subject. More importantly, it appears to me that often these
debates are kindled by a host of other acknowledged problems where there's a lack of some or all of the following:
A code of professional responsibility, which, if current at all, is often given little import.
No provision for defense of indigents, no lawyer referral service, no fee arbitration, no effective disciplinary
rules and procedures, and, in short, no cohesiveness among fellow lawyers of some metropolitan area Bars.
The resultant disarray has a natural counterpart problem commonly and popularly labeled as lawyer
competence. A related response that accompanies those charges is a demand for greater pro bono work.
Most of the geographic areas of which I speak have high concentrations of population. Significantly, virtually
all of these Bars practice before courts where the judiciary is equally criticized, where trial delay is so mammoth,
running to several years, that we in more rural areas cannot fully comprehend or envision the depth and many
facets of the problems. The combined environment of the problems of the Bar and judiciary detracts from needed
solutions and reorganization. Thanks to the voluntary efforts of our members, and their concern and participation,
and in no small measure to the cooperation, concern, and interest of the supreme court, district courts, and other
courts of our State, we do not face the problems of the type described.
I feel that our present CLE and disciplinary processes continue to upgrade competence and to keep
competence abreast of the times as required. They also address properly the enforcement of ethical codes. And I
feel that our Bar is operating successfully in its present fashion.
Let me also report that our Association has experienced some significant events during this past year and
since the last report made to this body.
In August of last year I was privileged to represent our Association at the American Bar Association
convention in New Orleans. At that time I received on behalf of the Association the American Bar Association
Award of Merit - very seldomly given, and certainly a source of pride for our Association. The award was given
for the North Dakota Defense Delivery Project for which John Walstad was Staff Director. Bruce Bohlman
chaired that effort. The study has since resulted in the creation of the North Dakota Legal Counsel for Indigents
Commission.
We have also taken necessary action to bring the operation of CLE very definitely under the umbrella of the
Association. Barb Cichy has been recently employed by our Association, and along with other duties, will
administer our program. I think she is a gem, and I recommend that you take the opportunity at this Annual
Meeting to make her acquaintance.
As I also mentioned and advised at last year's Annual Meeting when presenting our budget, we intended to
create and have created the North Dakota Bar Foundation. It now exists. However, we await the receipt of the
certificate evidencing its exempt status under the Internal Revenue Code. The Foundation can aid our Association
in providing a host of benefits to both lawyers and the citizens of North Dakota. I implore each of you to give
serious consideration to making an immediate generous pledge to the Foundation and thereafter to annually
support the Foundation. Other states that have foundations have reaped great benefits. It is also a very potential
observable feature that will enhance the image of the admirable profession of law.
To speak briefly of the future, which is now essentially in the capable hands of President-Elect Gierke for one
year, which I am sure he will find will pass swiftly, I have just a few observations.
We remain in the age of consumerism. Some segments of the nonlawyer public in their quest to seek
improvement and cost reduction in fulfilling the legal needs of the public would impose on our profession many
characteristics that would have the effect of detracting from, if not eliminating, those intangible attributes
inherent in the traditional definition of "professionalism." In most instances I do not question that the motivation
is honest and well-intended. Cost-efficient delivery of legal services is important; it's important to the public, but it
is equally, if not more so, a goal of lawyers. Witness the efforts of this Association in that regard for many long
years. Those efforts are ongoing, as is apparent by continuing education in these fields at this very Annual
Meeting, as well as other work of our fine and effective Law Office Management Committee.
However, I do question any fleeting benefit in cost reduction which might reduce this august profession to a
mere trade. We must resist misguided efforts which would bring this end. The long-term effect would be disastrous
to the skill and competence required to render high quality legal advice, as well as to the ultimate cost of service.
Under our republican form of government and the simple laws of economies, it is the consumer of services who
will ultimately pay both in terms of increased costs and reduced quality.
Next, we must remain a cohesive group. As stated in the Constitution of our Association, one of our purposes is
to encourage cordial relations among members. That is vital to the Bar in retaining a significant role in assuring
an effective system of justice. We cannot give up that role by default or by an apathetic attitude. We must remain a
close Association, especially in a small state, in order to effectively voice our concerns on behalf of the governed
public. Our efforts represent a needed balance or counterbalance to retain traditional freedoms.
Turning to the practical, the role of the Bar requires more than a dedicated spirit rejuvenated periodically by
an Annual Meeting or seminar. I am reminded of the pilot who asked, "What makes an airplane fly?" The answer
was, "Money." That answer is equally significant in our Association. In that sense our Association is limited even
in assessing its own dues by the action of members at an annual or special meeting of the members. Under section
27-12-04 the legislature has established a maximum license fee. Any change determined by us is ineffective for
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either one and a half or two and a half years in the future, and it is then dependent upon legislative approval.
Accordingly, I recommend that this meeting grant authority to seek a legislative change allowing the membership
to set its own license fees at a duly held meeting without further legislative approval. I ask your support in that
regard.
During this past year I would be remiss if I did not thank warmly all of the members who have so readily given
of their time and their skill in making ours an effective Association. I also especially thank the Board of Governors
and our new hard working Executive Director Mike Rost.
Finally, I and my wife Gay wish to thank all of you for the privilege and the great honor that I perceive to be
the opportunity to have served this great Association as president this past year.
Thankyou.(Applause.)
PRESIDENT-ELECT GIERKE: Thank you very much,.Paul.
I can assure you that Paul has approached his office as president of our Association with the same
professionalism and tenacity as he has approached the practice of law over the years. And those of you who have
been on the other side know that's pretty good. I know I can speak for the entire Board of Governors in saying that
we all feel it has been a privilege for us to serve with him and to observe the way in which he's accomplished his
task as president.
As you will remember, last year at our Annual Meeting Joel Gilbertson indicated that he would no longer be
our executive director. And, of course, Joel was an outstanding executive director. And we sought about the
business following the Annual Meeting of finding a replacement for Joel. We had a large number of excellent
applicants. And out of those applicants we chose our new Executive Director Mike Rost. Mike is an attorney; he
has past experience as Executive Director of the Allegheny Bar Association in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. And he's
been doing an excellent job for our Association since August of last year. At this time I would like to introduce to
you our new Executive Director Mike Rost. Mike.
(Applause.)
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR MICHAEL J. ROST: Thank you very much. I'm honored and pleased to be here.
And I don't really have much else than that unless you wanted the memorials at this point. Okay. Well, thank you.
And I hope you have a good time and do some good work here at the Annual Meeting.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thanks, Mike and Sparky.
At this time let me announce some of the normal appointments. I have again appointed our very effective
Robert Dahl as Parliamentarian for this meeting. I have appointed Randy Lee as Chairman of the Resolutions
Committee. And also serving on that committee are Joel Gilberison and Fred Whisenand.
I have appointed Gary Lawrence and Dan Greenwood as election proctors.
Gentlemen, the court reporter for this meeting is again Mr. Norman Mark of Fargo, North Dakota. And in
order that Norman can properly give credit to remarks made from the floor, we would request that you speak up
clearly, and that in each instance, you identify yourself by your name and your hometown.
At this time the Chair would entertain a motion that the rules be suspended and that the minutes of the last
Annual Meeting not be read, but that they be accepted as filed in the Executive Office of the State Bar Association
and as officially published in the Law Review. Is there such a motion?
MR. GARRY PEARSON: I so move.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: That's Garry Pearson from Grand Forks, who naturally refuses to follow the rules.
Is there a second?
MR. RAYMOND R. RUND: Second the motion. Ray Rund, Finley, North Dakota.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Is there discussion? If not, those in favor signify by saying aye. Opposed? Motion is
carried.(Whereupon, the motion was presented by President Kloster and passed by the General Assembly.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: The Chair would entertain a further motion that the rules be suspended and that all
committee reports which do not require positive action from the General Assembly be accepted and adopted
without formal motion from the floor upon filing of the report with either the President or the Executive Director
of the Association. Copies of these reports were included in your convention packet, and any not included therein
are on file in the office of the Association for your review. Is there a motion to that effect?
MR. CHARLES D. ORVIK: Chuck Orvik. So move.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Chuck Orvik. Is there a second?
MR. JOSEPH C. MC INTEE: Joe McIntee, Towner.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Is there discussion on the motion? If not, those in favor signify by saying aye.
Opposed? The motion is carried.(Whereupon, the motion was presented by President Kloster and passed by the General Assembly.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Finally, another housekeeping item. The Chair will entertain a motion consistent
with the past practice resolutions and new business calling for positive action by the General Assembly to be
offered today as the first day of the General Assembly and that they will be laid over and acted upon at the second
business session, which will be tomorrow afternoon, and that this be adopted as a House rule. Is there such a
motion?
JUDGE JON R. KERIAN: Jon Kerian. So move.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Is there a second?
MR. ROBERT Q. PRICE: Robert Price, Langdon. Second.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Is there discussion upon the motion? All those in favor signify by saying aye.
Opposed? The motion is carried.(Whereupon, the motion was presented by President Kloster and passed by the General Assembly.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Finally, another housekeeping item. The Chair will entertain a motion consistent
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with the past practice resolutions and new business calling for positive action by the General Assembly to be
offered today as the first day of the General Assembly and that they will be laid over and acted upon at the second
business session, which will be tomorrow afternoon, and that this be adopted as a House rule. Is there such a
motion?
JUDGE JON R. KERIAN: Jon Kerian. So move.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Is there a second?
MR. ROBERT Q. PRICE: Robert Price, Langdon. Second.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Is there discussion upon the motion? All those in favor signify by saying aye.
Opposed? The motion is carried.
(Whereupon, the motion was presented by President Kloster and passed by the General Assembly.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: At this time it is my distinguished pleasure to introduce to you a man who needs no
introduction, and who has been an extremely viable force in affairs of justice and in the affairs of this Association
for some twenty years while he has been acting as Chief Justice of the North Dakota Supreme Court, and for long
years prior to that time. Chief Justice Erickstad has been a faithful supporter and participant in the activities of
our Bar Association, which I know is particularly gratifying to all of us. We have an effective and revered member
of our court. And at this time it is my pleasure to request that Chief Justice Ralph J. Erickstad address our
Association. Chief Justice Erickstad.
(Applause.)
CHIEF JUSTICE RALPH J. ERICKSTAD: I thank you all very much, especially President Kloster for those
very over-kind remarks. However, I do appreciate them.
I wish to recognize President-Elect Gierke, Air. Rost, and Mr. Lamont, other participants here. It's a great
pleasure for me to be invited back to speak to you.
I would like to say extemporaneously that I thought that the message given by your President was an excellent
one, well thought out, and very well delivered. I would like to assert that we ought to show in the record that we all
appreciated that message very much. Do you agree?
(Applause.)
CHIEF JUSTICE ERICKSTAD: I would like to also congratulate the people of Minot; the hosting that is being
done here is excellent. We certainly enjoyed last night's festivities and look foward to today and tomorrow and all
the activities that are planned for us. I know Lois and I on one occasion were cochairmen of the Bar convention at
Bismarck years ago. And we, therefore, have an idea of the effort that goes into producing a successful convention.
I think we would all want to note that our Minot people are doing a great job for us. Do you agree?
(Applause.)
CHIEF JUSTICE ERICKSTAD: Before I get underway I would like to say that, on behalf of our court, we're
especially appreciative of the great services of the Bar Association, of its membership generally, and of its
leadership especially. Throughout the efforts that we have made to improve - we believe to improve the judiciary
- we've depended a great deal on the members of the Bar and the leaders of the Bar. And for their great efforts
and their great success I thank you.
I've selected ten subjects to call to your attention this morning. I hope it will be more than just a litany. I hope
that you will find what I have to say reasonably interesting, although to some of you it will be old stuff or old hat.
I would like to just enumerate them briefly and then go into them shortly:
1. The progress in the implementation of the county court system.
2. Assistance to lay municipal courts.
3. Defense services for indigent defendants.
4. Retention schedule for district court records.
5. Docket currency in district courts.
6. Criminal sentencing in district courts.
7. Efforts to reduce the judicial system budget during this biennium.
8. Study of the supreme court docket.
9. Participation in the rule making process. And
10. The North Dakota Bar Foundation.
First, progress in the implementation of the county court system.
As you know, beginning July 1, 1981, the transition to state funding of the district court services was
completed. And looking out in the audience, I cannot help but ad lib a little. I see Dean Winkjer who chaired the
Interim Committee of the Legislative Council which brought forth the practical package which resulted in the
passage of House Bill 1060. And without the passage of that bill we would not be in the transition period involving
state funding of the district court services.
Things have gone quite smoothly considering the fact that our court administrator's office has assumed from
the counties the responsibility of processing the payment from our state judicial budget of such things as court
reporters' salaries, juvenile referees' and probation officers' salaries, counsel fees for indigent defendants,
witness and jury fees, and library costs, among other things. The coordination of these efforts has been
accomplished in great part through the assistance of our advisory group of presiding judges chaired by Presiding
Judge Douglas B. Heen of Devils Lake.
Incidentally, the presidents of the district bar associations are invited to attend each and every one of our
presiding judges meetings. Although they have not all attended all of these meetings, they have contributed to
discussion of important topics when present.
We encourage you to encourage them to attend these meetings. We believe that their input is vital to a
successful improvement of the judicial system.
Pursuant to House Bill 1060 of the 1981 session, counties were permitted to enter into multicounty agreements
for the organization of county court services. These voluntary county agreements have produced twenty-fivejudgeships; four agreements cover four counties, six agreements cover three counties, four agreements cover two
counties, and eleven counties have chosen to do it alone.
The Court Services Administration, chaired by Bill Strutz, is presently considering rules relating to the duties
and qualifications of magistrates as required by section 27-07.1-07. The State Bar Association and judges have been
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asked for their comments. The Judicial Council has also discussed this subject.
Planning is underway in cooperation with the Association of Counties for the smooth implementation of thesejudgeships on January 1, 1983. Except for obvious clarification needs, I believe that it may be prudent for the
legislature to watch carefully the implementation of the new county court system during the 1983 to 1965 interim
and to wait for proposals in the 1965 session for any amendments for improvements based upon that experience.
During that interim we will, for the first time in our history, be functioning with law trained judges acting full
time in our county courts. This should bring us justice on a more uniform basis throughout the entire state.
Second, assistance to lay municipal courts.
North Dakotans are presently committed to a court system which includes the services of lay municipaljudges. We recently held a hearing on a proposed procedure which would provide support and law trained judge
services to lay municipal judges upon their request. And I stress that - upon their request in special, complex, and
difficult cases in these courts. On May 20th our court approved such a rule.
We believe that this kind of cooperative effort to support municipal court services will strengthen the
municipal courts as part of our judicial system.
Third, defense services for indigent defendants.
In July of 1961 the supreme court established the North Dakota Legal Counsel for Indigents Commission
chaired by Bruce Bohlman, who is a defense attorney and who was nominated by the State Bar Association. Other
members are John Murphy of Carrington, who was nominated by the North Dakota Association of Counties; Cindy
Rothe of Fargo, who was a former state's attorney, nominated by the State Bar Association; John Paulson of
Valley City, who is a district judge, nominated by the chief presiding judge; Ralph Vinje of Bismarck, a defense
counsel, nominated by the State Bar Association; Arne Boyum, Jr., of Rolla, who is a state's attorney and who was
nominated by the Attorney General; and Kathryn Dietz, an assistant attorney general, who was nominated by the
Attorney General.
The Commission has developed procedures and guidelines for the payment of appointed attorney expenses, an
eligibility determining process for defendants, recoupment procedures, and due process procedures for the
resolution of conflicts regarding attorneys' fees. The work of this Commission should further contribute to the
smooth administration of defense services for the indigents, for the counties and the state, while balancing the
many public policies that converge in this area.
Already we have seen improvements in the processing of reimbursement checks for counsel services.
Fourth, retention schedule for district court records.
This may appear to you to be a dull subject, but it's a very important one. Regrettably, the environmental
conditions in many county courthouses of North Dakota are contributing to the deterioration and destruction of
court records. This deterioration process equally affects important records as well as unimportant records.
With the assistance of a special committee, including clerks of the district court, and the Court Services
Administration Committee, our court has approved a retention and disposition procedure and schedule for district
court records with an effective date of July 1,1983.
We have had effective cooperation from the State Historical Society and the new State Archivist, Jerry
Newborg, in providing permanent preservation for many valuable records at the new building of the State
Historical Society in Bismarck.
We believe that these procedures will help us protect valuable records and permit clerks of the district courts
to dispose of records which no longer are of use.
We will ask the cooperation of the 1983 Legislature in amending several statutes which are or which may
appear to be inconsistent with this new procedure and schedule. This effort should be well received by the county
commissioners concerned about courthouse space usage, while at the same time it should preserve important
records either as court records or as historical records.
Fifth, docket currency in district courts.
We have now implemented the historic Docket Currency Standards for district courts. These Standards
generally provide for criminal case disposition within 120 days after the date of filing and civil case disposition
within 24 months of the date of filing of the complaint. Judgments in civil cases must be entered within ninety days
of the end of the trial.
I am pleased to tell you today that the dockets of the district courts in North Dakota are in, I believe, a very
fine condition. Each judicial district has met the Standards as of May 1, 1982, and has done so with a cooperative
and energetic spirit.
Meeting the Docket Currency Standards means that each case falls within the time limits which I have
described, or that the case has been reviewed and exempted from those time limits due to unusual circumstances
by the presiding judge of the judicial district. Each rf these exempted cases is regularly monitored with a view to
its orderly disposition.
Now in case you're thinking of some case that you may have that doesn't fit this, let me say that, for example,
in applying the rule, forty-five cases assigned to one judge in one district were found to be in violation of the rule.
Those cases have all now been disposed of by final judgment, dismissal without prejudice, reassignment, or
waiver for good cause.
I think we can, lawyers and judges alike, be more proud of our judicial system as a result of the great efforts
made by all of us to comply with these Standards.
Sixth, the criminal sentencing in district courts.
The Judicial Council's Special Committee on the Establishment of Sentencing Guidelines has developed a
method for statistical reporting of data on all sentences to all district court judges in the entire state. This
information provides judges with a continuing profile of sentencing practices within the state, and we believe that
this information contributes to the improvement of sentencing practices within our courts.
Criminal sentencing involves a difficult balancing of many values and public policies. We believe that this
assistance to the district judges will strengthen sentencing practices in the North Dakota courts.
Seventh, efforts to reduce the judicial system budget during this biennium.
We are determined to contribute our effort toward reducing costs of court services in North Dakota. This is a
continuing effort. To accomplish this, we have adopted additional expenditure monitoring procedures in each
budget area, we have established a hiring freeze on new positions, which I hope we're able to live with, we have
restricted new equipment purchases, and we have discontinued some library services. Reluctantly, I would have
to add. We have received excellent cooperation from district court judges and North Dakota lawyers in reducing
indigent defense costs, coordinating travel and meetings, and increasing use of six-person juries. I am hopeful that
these efforts will show significant results.
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In considering this issue it must be kept in mind that our business is justice, and we cannot, in an effort to
reduce costs, scale down the number of cases, either criminal or civil, at the trial level, or at the appellate court
level, where, among other things, the liberty and the property of our people are at stake. The idea of consciously
delaying case disposition in order to save funds, or to give less than full service to each case, would not be
acceptable to the citizens of North Dakota.
In summary, we are making an earnest effort to reduce costs without jeopardizing justice.
Eighth, the study of the supreme court docket.
The supreme court case load is growing rapidly. Since 1975 it has increased by over 200 percent. In 1981 there
were 309 new cases filed in the supreme court as compared to 208 cases in 1979. This was an increase of forty-nine
percent in just two years. In September of last year sixty-five cases were scheduled to be heard. As I mentioned
before, we have no control over the number of cases appealed to the supreme court. We do not anticipate a decline
in the cases filed in our court. We think that we are working very hard to stay current, and have been completely
current just prior to the September term of each year for eight consecutive years. And we hope to be current again
at the end of August this year. However, we will not be able to sustain this record under these conditions for much
longer without accepting a deterioration in opinion quality. We will try mightily to avoid this, but the numbers are
against us.
We must begin the process of studying alternative ways to relieve this case load burden while we still have
time for deliberate study. Therefore, I anticipate that the 1983 Legislature will be asked to consider a resolution for
a legislative study of the docket of the supreme court, and the alternatives available for its relief. The Court
Services Administration Committee will also be studying this subject of appellate court services in North Dakota.
If the 1983 Legislature agrees to initiate this study, I hope that you lawyers of the State Bar Association of North
Dakota will offer your cooperation in the study just as lawyers are cooperating in the Court Services
Administration Committee study.
With thought now, while our case load is still manageable, we may be able to avoid mistakes that come from
unthought-out solutions which turn into disappointments.
Ninth, participation in the rule making process.
I might ad lib for a couple minutes. Members of the court have been passing from each other a bug which
results in a tickling of the throat and occasional cough. And I apparently have not overcome it yet.
The supreme court has reviewed the proposal of the Attorney Standards Committee to clarify further the role
of the State Bar Association in the supreme court rule making process for the North Dakota judicial system. We do
welcome the interest of the lawyers of North Dakota in improving the justice system which this proposal reflects.
The supreme court has amended the rule making process in a manner consistent with, although not identical with,
that proposal to clarify that the Bar Association has major responsibility for initiating proposals relating to
continuing legal education. I look forward to seeing your initiatives in this area and other areas of interest to the
Bench and to the Bar.
I plan to continue the practice of consulting with the president of the State Bar Association over the
appointment of lawyers to our committees. And I think if you will check with your present president he will vouch
for the fact that I do that, particularly in respect to services on the Attorney Standards Committee chaired by
Edmund Vinje of Fargo. This practice is consistent with our efforts to have the widest possible participation of
lawyers on supreme court advisory committees.
We look to the Bar Association for initiatives in many areas. We especially look to you in the areas of patternjury instruction revision and maintenance, in continuing legal education, and in the innovative areas, such as peer
review. Sometime this summer I hope, I hope it doesn't turn out to be a fond hope, to read the Discussion Draft of
April 15th, 1980, of the Joint Committee of the American Law Institute and the American Bar Association
Committee on Continuing Professional Education, which is entitled "A Model Peer Review System." Perhaps one
of your committees is already studying it. This is an area in which we especially look to you for leadership since it
does involve the issue of the competence of attorneys, of which we've heard so much talk nationwide.
Tenth, the North Dakota Bar Foundation.
I am pleased to be a member at your President's invitation of your new North Dakota Bar Foundation
Committee. The North Dakota Bar Foundation is a much needed vehicle for aggregating gifts to support the public
services of the State Bar Association. Its establishment is another step forward, I believe, for the lawyers of the
State of North Dakota.
I did not list this as one of the items, but I would like to talk to you just briefly about judicial retirement. I think
this is a very important subject. The lawyers of North Dakota have a continuing concern with maintaining a high
quality judiciary. We believe that we have a high quality judiciary, and we must all, lawyers and judges alike, be
ever alert to keep that quality high.
The newer district court judges and supreme court justices, all members of the Public Employees Retirement
System (PURS), are all concerned about their retirement benefits, and rightly so. Efforts will be made in the next
legislative session to improve benefits significantly for these judges. I have supported these efforts in the past, and
I will do so in the future. And I hope you will continue your support of the efforts to significantly improve the
retirement benefits for these judges during the 1983 Legislature. This effort does not affect the so-called olderjudges, the judges that were in office before 1973. But we support this effort. I believe that we believe in the
principle of equity. And in order to provide equity, the benefits of the PURS judges will have to be significantly
improved.
In conclusion, we are grateful for your cooperation in this process of improving court services in North
Dakota. It is difficult to fully appreciate the effect of our joint efforts, but I believe the effect is significant today,
and that it will be for years to come.
Oliver Wendell Holmes spoke well of the daily contributions of lawyers when he said, and I quote: "The
external and immediate result of an advocate's work is but to win or lose a case. But remotely what the lawyer
does is to establish, develop, or illuminate rules which are to govern the conduct of others for centuries; to set in
motion principles and influences which shape the thought and action of generations which know not by whose
command they move." End of quote.
It is a great profession to which we belong. I thank you for this opportunity to present these thoughts about the
improvement of court services in our great state.
I especially thank you and your officers for the great contributions of time, talent, and energy directed toward
the improvement of our judicial system since we last met. And I look forward to continuing to work with you in this
great effort.
I am willing to respond to any questions or comments that you may have this morning, but, more importantly,
I look forward to visiting with each of you personally during this conference or in my office at your convenience.
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Again, as usual, it has been my very great pleasure and privilege to be with you again this year. I thank you
very much.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you, Mr. Chief Justice. We are always pleased that you will address the Bar
and give the State of the Judiciary Message to us.
I'm sure that you all caught the final remarks of the Chief that if there were questions he would be happy to
answer them. I'm not sure if there are any lawyers here who would like to cross-examine the Chief now or not.
We do very much appreciate your working with the Bar. And I would like to acknowledge that you have been
most willing to do so in seeking advice and allowing the appointments to be made by the Bar, and that is
appreciated. And I think it goes in fulfilling our role or helping so that we can both work together.
At this time we will hear committee reports from the chairmen of the various sections and committees of our
Association. And first of all, a very important committee, one that has worked especially hard this year, chaired
by Dan Vogel, our CLE Committee. Is Dan present this morning? Dan has done just an outstanding job. Been a
very dedicated worker. Dan.
MR. M. DANIEL VOGEL: Thank you, Paul. I'd like to express my thanks to the CLE Committee members,
Carol Kapsner of Bismarck, Tom Tudor of Bismarck, Boyd Wright of Grand Forks, Ray Rund of Finley, Linda
Catalano of Bismarck, John Olsrud of Bismarck, and Bill Murray of Bismarck.
We have had many more meetings this past year because of our decision to merge the CLE administrative
functions into the State Bar office. These committee members have attended the meetings, they have worked
hard, and they deserve your support. A special thanks goes to Bill Murray who is retiring from the committee after
several years of service. His counsel and encouragement for the rest of us is much appreciated.
there were two major projects accomplished this year. First, we are incorporating the CLE director's job into
the State Bar office. Second, we are developing educational telephone network seminars, ETN seminars, which
utilize the state-wide telephone network service that we have here in North Dakota to put on seminar
presentations.
Getting the State Bar office more involved in CLE has been a primary goal of President Paul Kloster. And
Paul deserves the major credit for deciding to take the step. I might add that our new Executive Director, Mike
Rost, has been most helpful in assisting with the transition process.
Putting the CLE program in the State Bar office will hopefully make CLE programming more cost effective. It
will eliminate some coordination problems we have had advertising seminars and administering the programs.
And we feel that the transition will make better use of the State Bar office resources. Eventually we hope to
incorporate the administrative function now being handled by UND Continuing Education into the State Bar office.
As Paul mentioned, we do have a new Assistant Bar Director, who will also be CLE Director; she is Barbara
Perry Cichy. She was appointed from approximately twenty applicants. We feel that she's going to do an
outstanding job for us. She has a background in continuing education. And I do hope that you will make efforts to
get to meet Barb.
The second major accomplishment of the program this year involves the development of ETN seminars. I'm
sure that many of you have attended these seminars; we have had three of them to date. The educational telephone
network is like a state-wide, long-distance telephone conference call. We do have the potential of being able to
make these seminiars available in more than twenty North Dakota cities. We will be experimenting further with
the program this fall to see what kind of interest and attendance we do get in some of the smaller communities that
do have the ETN capability.
The three programs that have been held to date have been well received and have generated needed revenue
at a low cost for the CLE program. We also hope that the ETN set-up will allow us to expand the range of topics that
we've presented in the past. I'm sure, as you're aware from your junk mail, CLE is an intensely competitive area
with numerous organizations around North Dakota sponsoring CLE programs. We also have to compete with the
Twin Cities programs. It is the policy of the CLE Committee to provide a sufficient number of ours for both
beginning and advanced practitioners in a variety of commonly requested subject areas. We hope that the changes
that we've incorporated in the program this year will make it more fiscally responsible so that we don't incur
substantial losses in putting on our CLE programs.
Other accomplishments that we've worked with this year include getting the UND Law School more involved
with CLE. This coming fall they are going to be sponsoring our homecoming seminar in Grand Forks. I
particularly want to thank Dean Warden for all of the assistance that he has provided in bringing the Law School
and the CLE program closer together. I think it's very important to encourage a better relationship between the
Law School and the organized Bar than has existed in the past.
A second accomplishment involves the development of a library of videotapes and written materials which are
available through the State Bar office for your use. You should contact Mike Rost or Barb Cichy to see what is
available, because we do have this library.
Be sure to review the CLE calendar that's in your packet of materials. It carries the upcoming schedule of
CLE events. I also want to thank Becky Monley and the other staff of the UND Continuing Education for their help
this past year. They have been handling the administrative functions as far as putting on the seminars,
registration, final completion of brochures, and accounting functions for the CLE program.
Finally, I want to thank Jack MacDonald. Jack has put together most of the seminars we have sponsored over
the years. He is the person who's contacted the speakers, designed the brochures, appeared personally at the
seminars to make sure everything was working, attended the CLE Committee meetings, and has kept us informed
of what was going on with the program. It's been a real pleasure for me and the rest of the committee members to
work with Jack, and he certainly deserves a lot of support from the Association for the work that he's done for us.
Is Jack here?
Be sure to continue to send us your comments and criticisms. They are reviewed by us. We'll attempt to
respond to them. If you've got any ideas about seminar topics or speakers, be sure to let us know. I am going to be
here during the remainder of the convention. And if any of you have any questions, I'd be more than happy to
attempt to answer them. Thank you.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you, Dan. That report was as well prepared, as all of the work that you and
your committee have performed in the past. And we are grateful that we have such a committee.
At this time I would like to ask Jane Heinley, if she's here, to give a report relative to the CLE Commission.
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MS. JANE C. HEINLEY: Thank you, Mr. Kloster.
There has understandably been some confusion in the past about the various roles played by the Commission
for Continuing Legal Education and the Continuing Legal Education Committee. So that you can understand the
role of our committee, I'd like to briefly explain to you what the mechanics are of what we do. And we complement
the work of the committee of which Dan Vogel is the chairperson.
We are the group that considers applications for continuing legal education credit and supervises the
administration of continuing legal education compliance with our mandatory requirements. It is Dan's committee
that plans and supervises the actual programs, and it is our committee that credits those programs.
We have seven members on our committee, and each of those members on a rotating basis considers
applications and approves or denies them. If an application comes to one of our commission members, and that
commission member approves it, that's all that's needed to approve. If, however, there is any doubt in that
commissioner's mind, or if that commissioner will vote to deny it, it must be circulated to all members of our
commission for their votes. What that means is that if an application for CLE credit by any of you is denied it has
not been denied simply by the action of one commissioner, but by the action of the entire Commission.
My fellow commissioners put in a great deal of time and have put in much time this past year reviewing
applications from attorneys across the state, and from attorneys outside the state, in granting credit for
continuing legal education courses. It is of immense help to us when attorneys read the CLE rules prior to
submitting an application so that they know the kind of structure that we're working with.
We have in this past year gotten some unusual and what I would have to call imaginative applications for
credit. When we decide to deny an application like that, we usually hear comments that our CLE rules are too
strict. Just to put that in perspective, however, and to give you an idea of the type of approval and denial record
that our Commission has, in the past year we have acted upon and approved 517 courses. We have disapproved six.
Eighty of the 517 applications were for in-state courses or in-state programs.
You should keep in mind, too, that not every course which receives credit goes through the application
process, because we do have certain programs that are automatically approved, which means that thereis a much
greater number than simply the 517 courses which qualifies you for CLE credit.
With respect to finances, as of the beginning of this month, our Commission has a balance in the black of
$14,074.24.
The mandatory CLE rules in North Dakota have now been in effect for four and a half years. And at the end of
this reporting year, December 1982, they will have been in effect for five full years. That is a sufficient length of
time, we think, to give our Commission enough information to evaluate at least how the mechanics of the CLE
program is working, and in addition to give us some idea of the efficiency of the program in upgrading the quality
of the Bar.
Compliance in the past has really been remarkably high, somewhat less high this year. But in some cases
those attorneys have obtained extensions of time. And we expect that compliance will be there.
On applications or reports of continuing legal education compliance this year, we have received
approximately 250 reports; less than 30 in-state attorneys have not complied.
Our Commission has discussed several long-term goals this year; one of them is ultimately the
implementation of a computer system or at least our use of a computer system in processing these applications.
Hopefully that will give us more consistency from one application to the next; it will be a way of keeping a
complete log of information of all programs which have been approved in the past. We think this will improve the
efficiency of the program.
Secondly, our Commission has always been open and has had considerable discussion this year of proposed
amendments to our rules and to our guidelines.
In the years that I've served on the Commission I have been extremely impressed with the Commission, the
way that the CLE program in North Dakota has been received and accepted, and the efficient way in which it's
operated, and the willingness of attorneys to comply with that program. We hear from sponsors around the
country, from the east coast, from the west coast, who write to apply to receive credit for their programs in North
Dakota. I don't think there's any doubt but that the program in North Dakota is one of the leaders in this area.
I appreciate and I think appreciation is due to Mike Rost for his work with the Commission, and to my fellow
commissioners, who not only have put a great deal of thought into their determination of approval or disapproval
on applications, but who have made the job actually quite enjoyable. And I think the kind of exchange that we Have
between the members of our Commission is one of the secondary benefits that you can obtain from attending CLE
programs like the types that are offered here today and tomorrow at this meeting. And we hope that you'll obtain
that kind of benefit, the interaction with your fellow Bar members, at this meeting.
Thank you.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you, Jane. That was a fine and informative report.
Next on my list is the report of the Ethics Committee. And I think Chairman George Dynes indicated that he
was going to be unable to attend. I do not know whether he has selected anyone to report on behalf of the
Committee. If there is anyone, would they come forward at this time? If not, your packet of materials contains the
written report of that Committee.
I would like to call on Kermit Bye for the report as the Chairman of the Fee Arbitration Committee. Kermit?
MR. KERMIT E. BYE: President Paul, President-Elect Sparky, Mike, judges, fellow lawyers.
A little plug for the Vogel-Bye Law Firm in Fargo. All of us may not be totally active in Bar Association
activities, but those of us that are are involved with beth Jane and Dan, who, I think, gave excellent reports.
Enough for the commercial, now to the fee arbitration.
Recognizing that fee disputes between lawyers and clients was one of the most serious problems facing the
relationship between the Bar and the public, our members at last year's annual meeting did adopt a fee arbitration
plan and approved rules and regulations for the arbitration of fee disputes. The plan provides for a simple, fair,
and effective way and method for the resolution of fee disputes. And the rules were purposely written in a style
easily understood by nonlawyers.
Fee arbitration panels consisting of beth lawyers and nonlawyers were set up in each of the state's sevenjudicial districts. The fee arbitration system began officially on November 1, 1981, and considerable coverage was
given in the media to this new program sponsored by our Association.
In the first six months of operation six members of the public and five lawyers requested fee arbitration
petition forms. Three members of the public and three attorneys actually formally filed petitions and signed
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agreements consenting to or requesting, rather, fee arbitration. Of the six petitions that were filed, three were
discontinued because the respondent failed to reply; two matters are presently pending and are in the hearing and
decision stage; one of the fee arbitration disputes was ended when one of the parties commenced litigation during
the arbitration process; and another matter has just been recently referred to the fee arbitration system from the
grievance inquiry committee system. You will recall one of the motivating reasons for establishing fee arbitration
in North Dakota was to relieve some of the workload from the inquiry and grievance committee system. I'm sure
that all of you are aware that this has been a long standing policy of the American Bar Association. Many states
have adopted plans similar to ours, some with slightly different variations. And it seems to be a concept that is
catching on across the country.
Our Committee recommends no change. Obviously we are just underway. We do feel that we did provide a
workable system, a reasonable compromise, that isn't going to put anybody in an uncomfortable position unless
they wish to submit to fee arbitration. It's strictly voluntary. One of the dangers and pitfalls in this, of course, is
that it probably may discourage a party that is being requested to join fee arbitration from doing so. But for this
year, at least, our Committee makes no recommendations as to change. We would anticipate that fee arbitration
will become more popular as the concept has a more wide acclaim across the state.
The staff of our State Bar Association, and principally Mike, prepared what I considered to be an excellent
brochure which describes in sufficient detail the plan and organization of fee arbitration. Copies of this brochure
can be obtained, of course, from the State office. And lawyers and their clients alike who find themselves in a
position of thinking or wishing to consider fee arbitration are encouraged to get a hold of the staff in Bismarck on
the toll free 800 number. And Mike and his staff will be pleased to assist and provide what information you might
request.
I would like to thank at this time the members of the Fee Arbitration Committee who have served for two
years now and worked with me in putting this plan together. They are Shelley Lashkowitz of Fargo, Wayne
Anderson of Fargo, Christine Hogan of Bismarck, Bob Bolinske of Bismarck, and Meyer Shark of Fargo. The fact
that all the Committee members are either from Fargo or Bismarck should not be any indication that those are the
only communities in which the matter of fee arbitration might be a matter of some concern, but that's just the way
the Committee structure was set up for this year.
So with that brief report, Mr. President, I would like to file our formal written report as a permanent record
with the Association. Thank you.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you for the excellent report, Kermit. You introduced it like a true politician.
Also the report has now been filed, and being consistent with the motion passed, it will be accepted without
further action.
At this time I would like to call on Joe Maichel who is chairman of the section on corporations and business.
Joe.
MR. JOSEPH R. MAICHEL: Thank you, Paul, members of the Bar.
As you probably all know, the Corporate and Business Section of the Bar was organized in 1981, so we are a
very new section to the Bar. And this past year our efforts have been organizational in nature. Our membership is
small at this point. We hope that our membership will grow. We have a sectional meeting tomorrow morning at 11
o'clock. I believe the place is to be announced where we will conduct our business and consider some activities for
the ensuing year.
Some of the things that I'm going to suggest to the Section at that meeting is that we publish a newsletter for
Section members highlighting activities in the business and corporate area that occur during the ensuing year;
possibly the creation of a Legislative Watch Subcommittee to review bills introduced in the legislature which
affect either the corporate or business practice that you have; and possibly a joint continuing legal education
seminar with some other section. If we're going to accomplish this we're going to have to do it with some other
section, because presently we are just too small a membership, and therefore we lack the necessary funds to do
this on our own.
I think that this is a very important Section to the Bar. It's a new Section. I think the Section will grow. And I
invite you to attend our meeting tomorrow and to join the Section and help us make it a good Section for the Bar.
Paul.(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you, Joe. I think that it's true that sections are really important to the Bar. I
believe that they also aid in the CLE presentations, formulate those areas of interest, and are very beneficial. Wish
you a lot of success.
Next is Lee Hagen here representing the Insurance Committee. If his report is short he probably has a
Norwegian story.
MR. LELAND F. HAGEN: I'm fresh out.
Paul, Sparky, members of the Bar.
I do want to share with you something. As you know, Jimmy Carter just recently finished his first book. What
you may not know is Ronald Reagan has also finished his first book. Both of them now are thinking of reading
another one. I wanted to include both of them, because I want you to know that my intent is to be even-handed and
nonpartisan in this report.
As you recall, a year ago oun organization approved a recommendation of our Committee to adopt as a group
life insurance plan, a plan put together for us by Prudential Insurance. There were some rough spots in the
conversion from the Union Central plan to Prudential, but all in all we feel that it has been a successful move. I
would urge all of you, if you think you need more life insurance to look at the plan. It was interesting to me when we
were looking at the plan that Dave Vaaler, whose business it is to deal with insurance, and who is on our
Committee, told us in our Committee meetings that he felt the rates were as good or better than any other group
plans he's seen, and by far better than whatever kind of plan most people could find on the street. So please give it
your consideration.
We have prepared the report. And I believe it has been filed. What I would suggest, if I could, for the members
of the Bar, for the Committee's help next year, is to provide comments to the Committee if you have any problems
with any of the State Bar plans, or if you have any recommendations. It would be very helpful if you would pass
those along. You can send them directly to Mike at the Executive Director's office. And it would help us as a
Committee, and whoever is on the succeeding Committee, to know what all of you are thinking about and to know
what problems you've had.
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One of the things that I hope will be of continuing concern to the Committee in the future is professional
liability insurance. Right now, as opposed to a few years ago, professional liability insurance is available, as we
understand it, to all the members of the Bar. But it is of great concern to all of us, I know, because of its high cost.
As you recall, a few years ago the price dramatically increased. Along with the other crises in this country there
became a so-called attorneys crisis for liability insurance. But I do want to share something with you regarding
that. And maybe it will get us to think that these rates don't have to be that high. I was at a recent seminar. And I
heard a speaker by the name of Jim Paloney, who is an attorney in Cleveland. And he had some very interesting
comments. He shared with us a summary of a report which was prepared, I believe, under the direction or with the
assistance of Ted Koskoff from Connecticut. What was done in the recent study was to check the records of
medical malpractice insurance carriers as far as premium income and claims were concerned. The interesting
information from the study was that for the period from 1974 to 1978, which you probably recall was the height of
the medical malpractice crisis. I should point out that the report was based on a study of the A. M. Best Company's
records, which, as you know, is the largest company in this country which services insurance companies. The
study looked at the records of fifty insurance companies for those four years. Those fifty companies wrote eighty
percent of the medical malpractice in the United States. During those four years the premium income from those
fifty companies was four billion dollars. The claims paid in those four years was in the neighborhood of 350 million,
which is ten to one. Now I think it's to the everlasting acclaim, shall we say, of attorneys in this country that what
they have done is to not attempt to carve out special privilege or immunity simply because their insurance rates
have gone up. And, fortunately, enlightened physicians in this country have done the same thing. Instead of
turning on their injured patients they have done what is effective: that is, they have started their own companies.
In a number of states, the larger states in particular, captive insurance companies have been created and the
rates have been dramatically decreased. And the other benefits from those companies are that the patients have
had their claims looked at, and the claim settling process has been much superior to what it had been.
Now we've thought about in our Committee possible ways that we can get involved with a captive company.
We believe, and I'm quite sure we're correct, that our group is too small to create our own company. But I think
that if we continue to look at it, and continue to work with this problem, that eventually, as happens in most
situations, when the truth is known, then the right thing can be done and we'll all be better off for it.
With that, again it's been a privilege for me to work on the Committee. And I'd like to again list for you our
Committee members and give them on behalf of all of you my thanks. The Committee is Randy Lee from the UND
Law School, Bill Brudvik from Mayville, Paul Pancratz from Fargo, Dave Vaaler from Grand Forks, and Bill
Gray from Fargo.
Thank you.(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Dick Gross, would you give the report on the Information and Service Committee?
It's another very active Committee.
MR. RICHARD J. GROSS: Mr. President, President-Elect, members of the Bar.
The Bar's Information and Service Committee consists of Robert Feder, Illona Jeffcoat-Sacco, John Waistad,
Mike Mcntee, Paul Woutat and me.
Most of the activities of the Committee were repetitions of what it has done in the past few years. Our first
activity involved the presentation of the Constitution Awards, an award presented annually to high school students
who have demonstrated proficiency in and knowledge about the United States Constitution. Selection of the
recipients were made by the schools themselves, and the mechanics were primarily handled through the state
office with the assistance of the Information and Service Committee. This year approximately 300 such awards
were issued from the state office to high school students around the state.
The Committee also visited nominations for the Bar's Liberty Bell Award, an award which recognizes
outstanding contributions in the area of law and public service by a nonlawyer to the legal profession and to the
people of the state. The Committee members considered nominations made by Bar Association members as well
as by members of the Committee. We submitted two names to the Board of Governors, and the Board has selected
this year's Liberty Bell Award recipient.
As in prior years this Committee also coordinated Law Day activities throughout the State. Law Day was
proclaimed by the Governor. And Justice Paul Sand, President Paul Kloster, Mike Rost, and I attended the
ceremony. Press releases were issued from the state office, and sample press releases and suggestions as to local
Bar activities were sent to local Law Day chairmen throughout the State. The local Bar Associations have really
come to carry most of the burden relative to our Law Day activities in North Dakota. The day of free legal
consultation seems to have become a tradition for which we continue to receive excellent media coverage, and we
believe that the number of people seen in the last four years for free legal consultations is approaching 10,000.
Because the concept has received overwhelming support from members of the Bar for the past three years,
the Committee did not feel it was necessary to send out the postcards again soliciting your reactions. But certainly
if any of you have any specific comments to make relative to Law Day activities, including the day of free legal
consultations, feel free to speak to me or to any member of the Information and Service Committee about your
reactions.
The Committee also began looking into public service messages, brochures, and other materials relative to
providing additional information to the citizens of this state on legal problems. We have solicited brochures and
various types of public service messages from around the country. However, we have not taken any final action on
any specific proposals. Presumably the Information and Service Committee will continue those activities during
thenextyear.
Finally, the Lawyer Referral Service, which this Committee was responsible for establishing a couple years
ago, continues to operate effectively and is increasing the number of involved attorneys and referrals every year.
It appears to be an extremely successful program, and our Committee certainly recommends that those of you
who are not yet involved in the Lawyer Referral Service become so involved. Thank you.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thanks, Dick. We appreciate your work and your report.
I think now we can move into at least one of the hiss and boo areas where the folks who put in a great deal of
work are not always very popular. I think that Dave Bailly is here. Would you report on the Inquiry Committee-
East, Dave?
MR. DAVID R. BAILLY: Thanks, President Paul, members of the Bar. I didn't realize that we were
unpopular, I guess. But that's something to think about.
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The matter of lawyer ethics and discipline, of course, is a constantly changing concept. Sometimes it reminds
me of the comic strip Wizard of Id where the first caption or the first box shows the king and executioner and apeasant about to be hanged. Second box shows the peasant saying, "My lawyer said something about a loophole."And the king said in the last caption, "You're wearing it." I think sometimes we have to look very carefully at, of
course, not only our conduct vis-a-vis our clients but opposing clients who are represented by other attorneys, and
also the public at large.
The report of the Inquiry Committee-East has been filed and is in your packets.I submit at this time Mike Halpern's report of the Inquiry Committee-West. He apologizes for not having been
able to attend today. But he wanted me to make sure to give personal thanks to all of the members of hisCommittee who worked so diligently this year in investigating and in making crucial determinations on discipline
and ethics violation claims. So I submit that at this time.I would like to recognize the Committee members for the Inquiry Committee-East specifically: Al Larivee ofGrand Forks, Wayne Solberg of Fargo, Marian Stine of Fargo, Ted Kessel, Sr., of LaMoure, Mike Nilles fromFargo, Jerry Engeiman from Mayville, John Fitzner from Valley City, and Bernard Haugen from Wahpeton. And
also our staff attorney with the Disciplinary Board Joe Larson. They all spent an awful lot of time - Joe is the only
one to my knowledge that got paid for it - and have done, I feel, a valuable service to the State Bar Association.I encourage you to take a look at the report which I submitted and which is in the packet. There were seventy-
two complaints around the state last year, thirty-seven of which were brought against attorneys practicing in the
eastern half of the state and thirty-five of which were brought against attorneys in the west. Many of the sameproblems persist each year dealing with the areas of communicating with clients, conflicts of interest,
emphasizing the effectiveness of negotiating and litigation, pursuing clients' matters with diligence and in timely
manners, and also documenting fee arrangements in writing.
I also encourage that you take a look at the major changes in ethics proposed by the Kutak Committee, whichhas been taken from the Columbus Bar Association periodical, and which is with your materials.On the other side we do have the CLE schedule for this year. They do have some astounding proposed changesin the areas of lawyer discipline and ethics, including a proposal that clients' attorneys be required to reasonably
and well inform their clients with periodic updates of specific responses to clients' requests, and documentation offee arrangements in writing as a mandatory requirement. There are numerous changes which are approved. And
I do encourage your review of them.
If there is anyone that has any questions concerning any other specific areas regarding the Committee, feelfree to ask me. I will be here during the remainder of the convention. Thanks.(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Just a moment. As long as Dave is here, he is the president, the vice-president, the
secretary, the treasurer, and everything, of the Young Lawyers Section, he may want to give a report or at least a
pitch.
MR. DAVID R. BAILLY: From time to time the Young Lawyers Section of the State Bar Association passesthrough periods of transition and stagnation, let's say. This particular year happened to be one of those years. Ayear and a half ago I was elected secretary-treasurer of the State Bar Association Young Lawyers Section, and wehad some great ideas for direction and goals. Then we lost the president and the vice-president. And unfortunatelythe Section was mired somewhat in the fact that I was not in a position timewise to commit a substantial amount of
effort to revitalizing the Section on my own. I do definitely encourage all of the young lawyers who are thirty-fiveyears of age or younger, or who have otherwise been involved with the State Bar Association as members for threeyears or less, to contact me. Let's discuss some ideas later on during the convention and try to revitalize thisSection, which I still feel is extremely important. We would like this next year to possibly assist the Law Schoolfaculty in the development of a bridging-the-gap type seminar in conjunction with the October homecoming CLE.We would also like to plan a quarterly newsletter which would come out of the SBAND office, which would haveinformation important to the young lawyers of the state. And I do enlist your support and your enthusiasm to the
extent it can be given so that we can revitalize this Section. It is a very strong Section, for instance, in Minnesota.They have a very active group. It does include certain fringe benefits for its members, including trips to the ABA
convention, which this year is in San Francisco. The American Bar Association is very supportive of the stateYoung Lawyers Sections. And so I would encourage those of you who are eligible and interested in active
membership to contact me and we can discuss some of those matters later on during the convention.(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you, Dave, for both of those reports.
Is Fred Whisenand here? I think he was, but he may have stepped out. I don't see him. I think at this time, in
order to complete the remaining business, we will interrupt the committee reports and resume those at theGeneral Assembly tomorrow afternoon. At this time I'd like to call on Mike Rost to give the memorials for our
members who have passed away in the past year.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ROST: Thank you, Paul.
I am going to read the names of those members of our organization who have passed away during the pastyear. For the sake of brevity I will read only the name; however, in the report of this meeting, and in the official
records of the Bar office, a brief synopsis of each career will also be present.
ALBERT BERGESENAlbert Bergesen practiced law in Fargo since 1917. He received numerous state and national awards for hisbusiness leadership and humanitarian service. Throughout the years he served as Cass County State's Attorney
and was elected to the North Dakota House of Representatives where he served as speaker for a term. Mr.Bergesen and his law partner, Otto Haakenstad, founded Western States Life Insurance Company in 1930. Mr.
Bergesen died in January 1982.
EDWARD PATRICK BURNS
Edward Patrick Burns served in the United States Army during World War II and was an attorney for theAmerican Legion at Fort Snelling in Minneapolis. Later he served the American Legion as an attorney at their
national headquarters in Washington, D.C., after which he returned to Fargo in 1956 and practiced law in Fargo.
Mr. Burns died in September 1981.
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JAMES GRAHAM
James Graham established his law practice in Ellendale in 1955 with his father. Throughout the years he
served as Dickey County State's Attorney and Dickey County Justice. He was the Ellendale City Attorney and
actively served in numerous civic organizations within the community until his death in February 1982.
EUGENE A. KRUGER
Eugene A. Kruger practiced law in Fargo since 1956, served as Cass County State's Attorney, was elected
president of the North Dakota Peace Officers, and later was appointed attorney and clerk of the Cass County
Mental Health Board. He was a partner in the law firm of Pancratz, Kruger, Wold, Yulll and Johnson. Mr. Kruger
died in December 1981.
ELTON RINGSAK
Elton Ringsak was admitted to the Bar in 1948 and served in the United States Army during World War II
where he earned several purple hearts. He was named United States Handicapped American for 1975 and received
the President's Trophy from President Gerald Ford. He also served as Walsh County State's Attorney and served
in the North Dakota Senate for sixteen years. Mr. Ringsak was a senior member in the law firm of Ringsak and
Webb until his death in May 1982.
JUDGE ROY K. REDETZKE
Judge Roy K. Redetzke established his law practice in Fargo in 1927, was an Assistant Cass County State's
Attorney, and a Special Assistant United States Attorney for North Dakota. He served as a district judge in the old
First Judicial District and later held the post of supreme court commissioner until May 1979. Judge Redetzke died
in May 1982.
CLEMENS BUSCH
Clemeus Busch served the North Dakota Health Department in various divisions since December 1949. He was
admitted to the Bar in 1969, added to his law degree with a master's in public administration, and was named
Special Assistant Attorney General in 1978. Prior to his death, Mr. Busch was appointed head of the Public Review
Division of the Health Department, which is in charge of the Certificate of Need Program. Mr. Busch died in
November 1981.
NORMAN G. TENNESON
Norman G. Tenneson practiced law in Fargo since 1923 with the law firm of Tenneson and Pearce, which was
founded by his father, B. C. Tenneson. He served as Fargo City Attorney, was vice president and later president of
the State Bar Association of North Dakota, and was appointed to the State Bar Board in 1960. Mr. Tenneson was a
senior partner in the law firm of Tenneson, Serkland, Lundberg, Erickson and Marcil in Fargo until the time of his
death in May1982.
And if we could, please, we might have a moment of silence to recognize these departed members. Thank you
very much.
These memorials are compiled from the newspapers from across the state. If there are any that we have
missed, we welcome you bringing it to our attention. We will make sure that they are included in the appropriate
records.
I would also like to make a few brief announcements at this time. The Lawyers Alliance for Nuclear Arms
Control will meet Thursday at 5:00 p.m. in the Executive Room, which is that section over there when it's
subdivided.
Continuing Legal Education Commission meets Thursday at 5:30 in the Board Room, which is downstairs.
Continuing Legal Education Committee will meet Thursday at 5:30 in Suite 646, which is upstairs in the tower
at that end of the building.
Real Property, Probate and Trust Section will meet Friday at 11:00 to 11:30 in the Executive Room, again in
thatsection.
Relative to the CLE, which we will start this afternoon, Attorney Casselman has canceled because of a change
in his trial schedule. Because of the late date we will have no replacement. However, Dennis Fox, who is speaking
on appellate procedure and tax cases will not be speaking downstairs; he will be moving up to this level. And we
will have Kline Strong speaking in that section where it's subdivided on computers this afternoon followed by a
demonstration of computers. In this section we will have Dennis Fox on appellate procedures and tax cases. In this
section we will have Alvin Anderson on trial practice.
Also, if you registered yesterday we didn't have this book in to give you. This is a complimentary copy of Kline
Strong's P&awing 1- Profiuahly. If you stand by the registration desk during the course of the meeting we will give
you your complimentary copy. Thank you.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thanks, Mike. Next I'd like to ask our able Secretary, Bob Lament, if he has any
prefiled resolutions, and if so, to give the first reading of those or other business which he has.
SECRETARY-TREASURER ROBERTJ. LAMONT: Thank you, President Paul.
To my knowledge there have been no prefiled resolutions which would require a first reading at this meeting.
The only other matter of business is the second reading of a resolution that was made at the last annual meeting
wherein Christine Hogan made a resolution to amend the Constitution of the State Bar Association to delete the
ABA Delegate as an ex officio member of the Board of Governors of the Bar Association. Under Constitution
Article X notice of the amendment was given at that time. And the amendment will be acted upon at the next
regularly scheduled annual meeting of the Bar Association in June of 1982. And if I understand correctly that
would be a matter taken up tomorrow.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Correct.
SECRETARY-TREASURER LAMONT: Thank you.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you, Bob. Are there any resolutions to be offered by members which should
have their first reading and presentation at this time to lay over until tomorrow afternoon for final action? If so,
they should be made at this time.
If there are none, the last announcement is that we've got some traveling to do. And our luncheon will begin
prior to 12:00. Consequently, I think that we will break at this time. The luncheon is at, I believe, the Hawaiian
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Room of the Holiday Inn down the road. I thereby declare this meeting to be in recess until 1:30 p.m. tomorrow.
(Whereupon, the proceedings were recessed at 11:00 a.m.)
FRIDAY(JUNE 18,1982)
(Whereupon, the proceedings were continued at 1:33 p.m. as follows:)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Ladies and gentlemen, we will reconvene this 82nd Annual Meeting for our Friday
business session. And the meeting is now in order.
At this time I'd ask Judge Kerian if he would render a report on the Prepaid Legal Services Committee.
JUDGE JON R. KERIAN: To call the Prepaid Legal Services Committee inactive is to credit this Committee:
with unwarranted progress. I think the economics dictated that perhaps this Committee would not be active, the
economic situation throughout the United States. But heartening information came the day before yesterday when
I understood three situations: First, there has been no increase in North Dakota's unemployment, one of the three
states in the United States that can make that claim; secondly, with the reduction in the Canadian currency the
American dollar is stronger now against all currencies than it has been in some instances in history, and in most
instances in many years; finally, the United Auto Workers in negotiating a union contract has brought again the
prepaid legal plan as one of its bargained fringes. So there is, looking ahead, a turnabout in the economy that
would benefit the middle income, middle class person who would most likely use this service. Therefore, I think
that a turnaround like this points to the fact that this Committee should once again be active. Most of the journals
and most of the magazines that I read, Law Journal, ABA magazines, ABA publications, put a hold on prepaid.
And throughout the United States that was true. Now I think it can be turned around, and I think the Committee
should actively function. We have all the machinery, all of the mechanics we need to have plans, whether it be
open, closed, or modified open. And I think it would behoove the Bar Association to get behind it and the Committee
to become active again so that this good plan can benefit the lawyers and those people in the middle income groups
who would be willing to purchase this.
That is my report, Mr. President. And I move the adoption.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you, Judge. We adopted it in advance knowing it would be an outstanding
report.
I think it was Lincoln who said that lawyers have the uncanny ability to exceed all others to put more words
into a small idea than anyone else can.
Is Wally Hankla here yet? Fred Whisenand here?
Joel, would you report on the Bar Foundation Committee? Joel Gilbertson.
MR. JOEL W. GILBERTSON: I have with me the written report of the Bar Foundation Committee. It was not
done in time to get it in the packets. I've obviously taken a little bit of kidding about that. They seem to think that if
anybody should be able to get a committee report in on time it should be me. But I didn't. I'll have some copies at
the back of the room.
I want to take just a couple of minutes this afternoon to talk about bar foundations, to talk about the North
Dakota Bar Foundation, the main reason we've been working on it for quite some time. But I don't think anybody
has really addressed the General Assembly or the Bar as a whole on bar foundations, on exactly what they are,
how they operate and what we plan to do in the future.
First of all, what is a bar foundation? A bar foundation generally is a nonprofit corporation that has been
granted a tax-exempt status from the Internal Revenue Service usually under section 501(C)(3) of the Code. And
that foundation can then accept tax deductible gifts, contributions, bequests, grants, memorials, so forth. The
ABA says that there are now approximately thirty-six bar foundations in the country.
Why a bar foundation or why do we need a bar foundation? I guess there are two major reasons that I would
give for bar foundations. The first is as the flexible funding mechanism. Historically bar associations, state bar
associations in particular, have depended almost exclusively on dues income. That dues income with the
expansion of programs and the inflation of the past ten years or so has for the most part it's not been enough. And
so bars have been looking around for expanded opportunities and possibilities for raising funds. Historically also
the bar associations have had a lack of funding alternatives other than dues income.
I guess the second reason, and perhaps the major reason, is that the last five or ten years has seen a
tremendous increase in duties and responsibilities of bar associations. Bar associations, as you well know, are no
longer social type country club groups. They are groups in associations that are involved in a wide range of
activities. Public service and public information is now a requirement of our Bar Association. The public has
demanded much more from lawyers and from bar associations now than they ever have in the past. In addition,
lawyers as members have demanded and asked for more from their association than they ever have in the past. So
this funding mechanism, the bar foundation, then, can provide assistance for public service and public
information programs, for education, and for research. It offers flexible programing and flexible funding. I've just
got a couple of examples of programs we already have that if things work out the way we plan we'll probably be
switched over from the general bar budget to the bar foundation budget. Public service programs, for example,
the Lawyer Referral Service, the Law Day programs, the Constitutional Awards, the law-related education
programs, Client Security Fund, Fee Arbitration Program, scholarships, and other grants. There are many other
possibilities, especially in the area of public relations and public education. For example, there are television
shows and Tele-Law, which is a telephone network where you call in, the public calls in and gets various tapes free.
And they have tapes, for example, on divorce and adoption. And you can have a couple hundred different areas.
In Nebraska they recently received a $200,000 grant, the bar foundation received a $200,000 grant, to build a
new bar center from a private foundation.
Well, I covered a little bit about what the input is in the Bar Foundation. The input or what comes in, of course,
is money and funds from various bequests and memorials and contributions. What goes out, the output; it goes into
programs. I've mentioned some of the programs.
What has been done in North Dakota? What have we done? First, we got assistance, able assistance, from
Mike Rost at the Bar Association headquarters. And he got information from the ABA. The ABA has kept up a lot
on bar foundations. In fact, the new Executive Director of the ABA, Tom Gonzer, is a former president of the Idaho
Bar Foundation. And I suspect we'll have more and more programs and information from the ABA as time goes
on.
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We then, frankly, just got a bunch of bylaws and articles of incorporation. We set them in front of us, the
Committee, and we looked at, I think, Idaho, Montana, Wisconsin, Louisiana, Arkansas, Arizona, Iowa, and
Georgia. They already have bar foundations. We looked at what they had, the problems they had, and we tried to
draft something that would work in North Dakota. We have moved, I guess you could say, deliberately. You could
also say slowly, but we'll say deliberately. We have now established a nonprofit corporation. On April 14th of this
year the North Dakota Bar Foundation, Inc., began its corporate existence. Bylaws have been adopted, and
officers have been elected. Phil Johnson is the Chairman or the President of the North Dakota Bar Foundation.
The membership classes that we'll have in the foundation are two main membership classes. And those may
change, but the two major categories will remain the same. We may assume additional minor categories. The first
will be a simple general membership category; that will include anybody that donates or contributes twenty-five
dollars a year to the Bar Foundation. Now this, of course, would be, as I mentioned a tax deductible gift. The
second would be the major contributor category, which we would call patrons. The patrons, those members that
would be patrons, would either pledge or give $1,000 or more to the Bar Foundation.
Finally, what is yet to be done? Well, it's not a one year project, as you might guess. The basic outline for the
Foundation is complete. We are now in the process of getting IRS approval, at least provisional approval, under
section 501(C) (3) for the Bar Foundation so that we can make some promises as to the deductibility of your gifts
and contributions. Then we will, of course, begin the fund raising.
The Bar Foundation has already, and will in the future, enjoy a close relationship with the State Bar
Association generally, and the Board of Governors in particular. I want to first of all thank Paul and the Board of
Governors for their support, Mike for his assistance. I'll quickly read the Committee members. Garry Pearson of
Grand Forks, David Walker of Valley City, Vern Neff of Williston, Dick Olson of Minot, Arne Boyum of Rolla, Phil
Johnson of Fargo, Chief Justice Ralph Erickstad of Bismarck, and Judge Allan Schmalenberger of Dickinson.
We look forward to your support. We look forward to your interest. I guess with that I will enclose herewith
under my hand and seal this 18th day of June my report. Thank you, Paul.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thanks, Joel. That was a good report.
Dan, would you give your Law Office Management report now? Mr. Twichell.
I guess while Dan is coming up we could certainly recognize that this Committee has been outstanding this
year. And we are very appreciative. I think you were certainly the star of our CLE at this meeting. And we
congratulate you, Dan.
MR. DANIEL R. TWICHELL: Thank you, Paul. Are you talking about me?
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Right.
MR. TWICHELL: You haven't heard my report yet.
Paul, thank you very much. The Committee members, so you'll have an opportunity to talk to them if you have
any particular suggestions to make to them, are Ken Pringle, Jerry Engeiman, Gordon Schnell, Dan Wentz, Tim
Davies, Dwight Eiken, and Wayne Solberg. And, of course, we've also had the opportunity, since he's been here, to
work with Mike Rost who has been of great assistance to us.
Three or four years ago it was brought to our attention that attorneys in North Dakota did not really have a
place to go to hire legal assistants who had been educated in that field. And all over the United States there are
many colleges and universities that are producing graduates with legal assistant degrees. And that's not available
to us here. So we made inquiry in the area, and we talked to Moorhead State University, which was very enthusias-
tic about this program and has been very cooperative. So we formed a subcommittee in the Fargo-Moorhead area
containing several attorneys, legal assistants, and professors from Moorhead State University, and we tried to
work out a curriculum that would fit for North Dakota. And this is basically a North Dakota program, although it
will also apply to northwestern Minnesota. Subsequently a questionnaire was devised and sent around to all of the
attorneys. That was some time ago. I don't remember whether you remember it or not. But the result was very
affirmative. That this type of program for legal assistants who will be graduated from college and be available to
attorneys will be of great benefit to the Association and to the individual attorneys.
Moorhead State was very diligent in running this through the hierarchy of Minnesota higher education, and all
of the levels have approved this program. It is in place now. The first class was this spring, 1982. Cindy Phillips
here? Yeah. Over in the corner. Cindy is an attorney, if you don't happen to know her. And she is a professor at
Moorhead State University. And she will be running this program. The first graduate will be out in 1965. However,
she tells me that she feels she can phase some people into this who will be available prior to that time. And so if
you're looking for somebody in that field you can talk to her today or you can give her a call at Moorhead State.
The object of our Committee hasically is to make all of us as attorneys more efficient, and hopefully our
businesses more profitable, and at the same time perhaps to control somewhat the rapidly increasing attorney
fees we must charge to our clients. We hope in the future to work with Moorhead State University in helping obtain
attorneys who will teach these classes. We also intend to spend a lot of time trying to get information to the
members of the Bar so that they will appreciate what the legal assistant program can do for them and so they are
aware of where they can get the tools with which to work. We hope to convince all of you that this is a viable
solution to many of your problems and that it's a valuable tool in your office.
This year, as you know, we also had two sessions at the meeting, at the annual meeting, both with Kline
Strong; one was on microcomputers, the one this morning on legal assistants. And I want to thank Jerry Engelman
of our Committee who made all of the arrangements, and Ken Pringle who gave us some good advice. We intend to
have a lot more of these in the future. We think it's important that economic subjects be approached at the Bar.
We had several other projects we worked on this year, but I would like to mention just one, and that is we have
been concerned for quite some time because we do not have a lawyer's desk manual in North Dakota. Most of you
will remember that we used to have one some years ago, and it was an invaluable tool to me at that time, as a
younger lawyer, and to everybody. But what happened is it fell into disuse because it was not properly maintained.
It was not kept up to date. So what you have, in order to have this desk manual, you must first gather the
information and edit it, then you must publish it, and then you must maintain it. And that's a very large job. And
we've talked about it for years. But it's a big coordinating effort. Nevertheless, we felt it was important
particularly to young lawyers and in this day of specialization to the attorney who happens to be working in an area
in which he's not particularly familiar. This book would contain forms, checklists, this type of thing. There are
many things in the works on this. Judge Burdick just mentioned to me the manual for district judges, which I have
heard from somebody else is a very good manual. We presented this to the Board of Governors, and it was
rejected. And we don't have any hard feelings about that particularly. But they have also been thinking about the
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same thing. And I think they intend to coordinate this through the various committees, hopefully through ours,
also, through the various lawyers, and through the Law School, and hopefully that handbook will become a reality
as soon as possible.
Thankyou.(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thanks, Dan, for that excellent report. At this time we'll have a report from Wally
Hankla, Chairman of the Real Property, Probate and Trust Section.
MR. WALFRID B. HANKLA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think we all realize that the Section on Real
Property, Probate and Trust operates through its various committees. And I'm not going to go into the work that
all of the committees have been engaged in, but I just want to mention a few things that we're doing. And when I
say the Section is doing it, I mean one of the committees of the Section is engaged in something.
First, we have several pieces of legislation that the Section is developing. In the mineral law area the
Committee particularly is concerned with the recent supreme court decision that came down I think the first of
this year and has received approval from the Board of Governors to develop some legislation in the area of
mineral abandonment, an abandonment statute. They feel that the courts are going to do it if somebody else
doesn't. And so the Committee would like to be in on the ground floor in that type of legislation.
Also the confusion and uncertainty generated by our description or our definition of the word "minerals" in the
state is going to be looked at. And the Committee is planning on developing legislation to define "minerals" more
accurately.
The Committee has developed and there are about 100 copies of a statute that we invite you to look at out at the
registration desk. This is a construction len statute which is intended to replace the mechanic's lien. And it's in the
development stage, but they do hope to finalize this legislation by the end of the summer. We only have about 100
copies out there. So unless you're really interested, please don't take a copy and throw it away when you get back
to the office. But if you do want to really take a look at that law and have some input we would ask your help. It's a
pretty drastic law change.
A Liaison Committee is being established through our Section with the abstractors in the state for the purpose
of developing abstractors standards. That is just getting underway. We're just getting the Committee established
now today. You are acquainted with the fact that the tax department has notified us that the estate tax law in North
Dakota is not federalized as to 1982 estates of people who died in 1982, and that we must file with our North Dakota
tax return a federal estate tax return computed on the basis of the old law prior to the new tax law change. We
understand that there's an effort underway for the legislature to act in this area on an emergency measure basis
when they convene. We understand, however, from talking with the Legislative Research Council that there is
some doubt as to whether or not that legislation can be retroactive. We have been invited by the Legislative
Research Council to put input into some meetings that they are going to commence in August to try to settle this
question. One of our committees is doing this.
We also, of course, had the December seminar in Fargo. And we will have it again this year. I think it's
something like the 7th or 8th of December. We look forward to seeing you all at that time.
I do have a written report, Mr. President, I'd like to file it with the meeting.
Thank you.
(Applause.)
I I may, I should acknowledge the people that are on the Council of that Section. Dave Wanner, Bob Stroup,
Dave Knutson, Charlie Feste, Richard Forest, our chairman emeritus Bob Dahl, Ed Peterson, Lowell Tejon, and
John Sherman. They are all Committee Chairmen and put in a lot of work during the year. Thank you.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thanks, Wally.
It's real nice to have an active Section that furnishes the members with very worthwhile information.
Bob Vogel advised me yesterday that he was going to be unable to be here today. He thought that he might
have another member of the Pattern Jury Instructions Committee available for a report. But I did not hear if
that's correct. I have a volunteer. Would you please come forward and give the report, Mark?
MR. MARK V. LARSON: I took some brief notes from Bob over lunch yesterday, so I'll make my report
equally brief.
Tha Pattern Jury Instructions Committee was having some difficulty meeting in the last year. Several of the
meetings were attempted and we couldn't get a quorum together. So what was decided was to send groups of
instructions to each Committee member and have them work on the instructions. And this was done within the last
couple of months. The meeting was held Wednesday morning. And partial approval of the criminal law
instructions was approved. By the next convention in 1983 the Committee promises to complete all of the criminal
instructions, and Bob Vogel has promised that by 1984 the civil instructions will be completed. The reason that the
criminal rules are being handled first is because the jury instructions have not been looked at since the new
criminal code was convened and were enacted, and we are having greater numbers of complaints about the
criminal laws than with the civil. So thank you.(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you, Mark. I appreciate your giving that report for Bob.
Is Ron McLean here to report for the Lawyer Referral Committee? Ron.
MR. RONALD H. MC LEAN: Thank you, President Paul.
Our Committee is a new committee. It's only the second year of operation of the Lawyer Referral Service. So
I'll spend just a little time acquainting you with how the service works, because part of my pitch here today is to
get new members, especially in certain geographical areas.
I would hope that the members of the Bar would look at our Committee not as a source so much of getting new
clients and new business. We're probably all busy, and probably at this point in North Dakota we don't need a
service to find new business. But this is a service. People call Bea Mertz. And Boa Mertz is the lady who takes the
800 number calls. She is the one who runs this Committee, runs the Lawyer Referral Service, not the Committee.
She's done a wonderful job. I have had little to do because of the wonderful job she's done. She is the person who
handles it. And then she refers the calls out to geographical areas and certain specializations that attorneys have
stated that they would take cases in. And many people who call tell Bea how wonderful it is that there is some way
that they can talk to somebody who can help them find a lawyer in their area somewhat knowledgeable about this
who will see them for fifteen dollars for a half hour. Now all the studies have shown that the greatest fear the public
has about attorneys is cost. Here you can see an attorney for fifteen dollars. They have some respect and dignity
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when they go into the office to see the lawyer - they're paying. There are not pro bono. It's not legal aid. They are
paying. And they are going to get some advice. Now eighty percent of the people who come in to see attorneys on
the Lawyer Referral Service Committee have never seen an attorney before. And we aren't looking at pro bono
people. We aren't looking at the legal aid. We are looking at people who usually can pay a fee. And eighty percent
of the time these people have never seen a lawyer before. So I think we have to start looking at how we can better
adequately deliver legal services, and I think our Committee and this Lawyer Referral Service is the way to go. It
is a reform that our Bar Association has been slow to adopt. We are the forty-sixth state to have such a thing. So I
would certainly encourage all of you to join the Lawyer Referral Service. This is an obligation. This is a service we
owe the public; a service the public needs. And I would hope that our growth would continue. Now it has been
growing. We've gone from 123 last year to 161. My first thought when I saw those numbers was, well, we probably
got all forty new lawyers who opened practice in North Dakota. Not true. We didn't even do very well among young
lawyers. Now we're going to try to do something about that. Executive Director Mike Rost is going to speak to
those young students when they graduate and get admitted at the luncheon and hopefully encourage more of them.
So when you go through our roster, it isn't just young struggling people. We have a very good selection of
attorneys. And I'm very pleased about that. But there are geographical areas where we need help. And Minot is
where we need help. We've got four members in Minot, sixty-three in Fargo. And I would hope that the Minot
attorneys would do a better job. This is a needed service. And all of western North Dakota we're weak on. And
we're going to be down to zero in Jamestown in September. So I would hope that somebody from Jamestown would
join. This is an obligation we owe.
Now I'm sure the fear is, "These are dumpy clients. These are people that you really don't want." Well, it just
doesn't work out that way. Forty-three percent of the referrals are fee producing clients. And probably the most
lucrative practice is personal injury. Nearly one out of ten referrals is a personal injury case. So if you're going to
look at this thing business-wise, I think it's a good business decision.
Now, of course, we do have our crazy calls. Bea told me she probably thought the funniest one was an elderly
Norwegian widow who wanted an injunction quickly and wanted a lawyer who specialized in such. She wanted to
enjoin her best friend who was gossiping that she was having an affair with the appliance repairman because he
was so often coming to her house, and her friend thought these appliances should be able to be taken to the shop.
Now, of course, we have those. But those are really rare. And those are getting rarer. You know, we had the crazy
calls, schemes, and schemes on how to beat laws, and if they could do this and that. But we don't hear those
anymore. We are getting good clients. We have a tremendous public here. Only twenty-six percent of our people
don't show up. Nationally it's sixty-six percent don't show up when the appointment is made. So we have quality
people to deliver services to. And I think that's very encouraging.
Now our calls per month are rising. And we have a long way to go in this. States with populations about the
same as ours, Nevada, Wyoming, and Idaho, are getting 2,000 calls per month. Now we're only at 250. So it should
rise, and there should be greater delivery of legal services. So this thing will, if we follow the pattern of other
states, become more important.
There was probably the most active occurrence this year, an elderly law project. I believe the Legal Aid
Association of North Dakota solicited attorneys and put on a legal education program so they would be better able
to represent the elderly in social security kinds of things. We had a very encouraging turnout of attorneys. We had
almost as many members join that panel as belong to the legal service panel. And I feel very good about that.
Now, of course, we've heard, I guess, throughout the convention about the pressures on hand, the pressures
upon representing people with no funds. And there is a pro bono panel. Now you can choose not to belong to the pro
bono panel of Lawyer Referral Service. Now some of us on the Lawyer Referral Service do put an X that we will
see three people for no fee a year. I don't think that's asking a lot. But that's part of our program.
Advertising? I think we are in every major phone book now. All studies show that that is where the greatest
legal services occur. We tried some ads on television. They were too long. Maybe they are going to cost us more
money. We are going to a simpler ad for television. Hopefully that will be better received. We are looking at
putting out some pamphlets in the area. Our call area will start to rise to the 2,000 that other states in our area
have. I would hope that this meeting would raise our membership and that the Committee's work would be
continued to be supported by the Bar. Thank you.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: An excellent report, Ron. Thank you. I am sure the reason the Minot lawyers
haven't joined in vast numbers is they were all working to get this convention ready. No doubt they will be joining
later.
I know Al Grindberg is not here. And I am unsure that he had anyone else on the Law Review Committee
contacted to give a report. Is there anyone? If not, he has filed, prefiled, a report. And I believe it's one of those
which is in your packets.
Is there any report from the Law Related Education Committee? Is Judge Holum here?
Is Fred Whisenand here to give any report for the Specialization Committee? That's another that was prefiled
and is in your packet.
Is Judith Howard here representing the Family Law Section?
I believe that that concludes - no, the Unauthorized Practice Committee. Is Kathryn Dietz here?
Believe that coludes all of the committees or goes through them. If I have overlooked anyone and someone
has a report, step forward. Sorry, Mike. Section on Taxation. Mike?
MR. MICHAEL WARD: Tax Law Section actually has not completed very much due to the fact it didn't get the
thing in in time to be on the checkoff system. The main thing I am interested in is at 2:30 after this meeting we'd
like to have a meeting of those interested in taxation to be on this Committee and hopefully we can get something
done. We have got the Committee basically formed. I think this is an important area that they should be handling.
If we can get the thing in we should be on the checkoff system for it. And basically we haven't had any funds, and
we have done less. Thank you.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Is Linda Catalano present? She would like to give an update on the activities of
LAND.
MS LINDA A. CATALANO: Thank you, Mr. President. I'd like to thank President Paul Kloster and Mike Rost
for making just a little bit of time in your business meeting this afternoon for me to give you a brief report on not
only Legal Assistance of North Dakota, of which I'm the Executive Director, but just legal services in the State of
North Dakota.
Maybe you could look at this as a brief committee report in place of the Legal Services Committee that was
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dissolved about four years ago. And I guess I'd like to start my report by thanking very much the Immediate Past
President, Phil Johnson, for his personal involvement and support, and your current President, Paul Kloster, for
his interest and personal communication with me and support, and also to your current Executive Director
Michael Rest and his immediate predecessor Joel Gilbertson. I think without the encouragement and personal
commitment and support of these four gentlemen legal services in the State of North Dakota would be in a much
more weakened condition than it is right now.
So without further adieu I am going to have a few brief remarks on the current funding status and also the
current activities of legal services in North Dakota. I feel that during the years in the 1980's we are going to be
seeing a much more beneficial and close working relationship between legal services and the private Bar. And I
think it's going to be extremely beneficial to both organizations. After all, we're all attorneys, and we're all here to
help clients and to represent clients, no matter what their problems may be, as long as there are legal problems
and they are willing to go through the appropriate legal process to get them resolved.
I think the current federal funding crisis has done more to consolidate the mutual working relationship
between legal services programs, the judiciary, and the Bar Association on the national and local level than
anything in the past twenty years. Legal services has been in existence, specifically in North Dakota, Legal
Assistance of North Dakota, in about four major areas during the last year. And it will continue working in these
areas in the next year, and it could have an impact on the private Bar.
The first area is the recent ABA ethics opinion, which is mentioned in the report of George Dynes on the Ethics
Committee. The ABA was asked to give an official, a formal, ABA ethics opinion on what the responsibility of legal
services programs would be and what the responsibility of the private Bar would be if legal services programs
have to close or sharply reduce their representation of clients due to an immediate withdrawal of federal funds.
And the ABA has set out a multipage opinion, which can be obtained either from me, my office, in Bismarck, or
from the State Bar office, I believe. But, in essence, what it says is that the Bar, the private Bar, and legal services
have to work together to develop a plan to take care of the clients that either will not receive services in the future
or those who have been receiving services. Because of the closedown of an office, the inability of a program, or the
closing down of a program, we will need to provide attorneys to continue representing those clients so that they
have an alternative. And this does not mean necessarily mandatory pro bono. It means that the Bar has a chance
and an obligation to work with legal services, which has the same obligation to come up with a plan, no matter
what it is, to help these clients. And I'd like to see some really positive good constructive suggestions coming from
the private Bar as to how you see those clients being helped, taken care of. If the occasion should arise, we're
sincerely hoping that we won't have to close any of our four offices.
Closely related to that is a requirement now that ten percent of our annualized federal funds are to be spent as
of September 30, 1982, on private Bar delivery of legal services to our clients. And I'm not going to give you the long
details of the federal regulation involved. I've talked about it in depth with Paul and with Mike, with Bill Stern, the
North Dakota Trial Lawyers, and with Greg Bickle from North Dakota Trial Lawyers, and I have received their
input and their comments on how this regulation should be implemented in North Dakota. What I am going to tell
you is that we have come up with basically a contracting plan with individual law firms throughout North Dakota
in areas where we do not have a law office, that is, areas outside of Minot, Bismarck, Devils Lake, and Fargo, to
provide services to our clients in those remote geographical areas. We have not decided on which areas. We do not
have a lot of money. We only have about $60,000. But that money is coming out of the money that heretofore went to
fund our four law offices. And right now Legal Assistance of North Dakota has only six attorneys practicing, and
that's all the money we have is for six attorneys practicing in the state. We're hoping to be able to contract with
three, at the very most four, law firms to supplement what we have in our law offices right now.
We are also very supportive of the lawyer referral process. We feel, again, there's not only an obligation on the
part of the private Bar, but on the part of legal services, to make sure that when clients, no matter who they are,
call they will be referred to an attorney. And along that line we will be contributing some money to the Lawyer
Referral Service Committee to help them fulfill their obligation, and perhaps to administer some of the panels
we've developed. And, as I say, we will be giving money to that. We're not just asking them to take on that
obligation, but we'll help support it financially.
Next is what's called state support. Now in North Dakota there are two federally-funded legal service
programs. LAND is probably the most well known for a number of reasons. But there is another one called North
Dakota Legal Services, which I'm sure some of you are familiar with, which is a small program operating out of
New Town serving primarily the Fort Berthold Reservation and the surrounding five counties. And state support
is a cooperative effort that we are undertaking to share our resources with one another. But also we're sharing our
resources with the private Bar. And the first active project we undertook was the Indian Law Conference that
some of you may have attended on Tuesday. We were very gratified to see over forty people. They weren't all
North Dakota attorneys coming to attend our Indian Law Conference. And I think it was a very good conference. It
talked about some really basic elements of Indian law such as civil jurisdiction, criminal jurisdiction, and a
needed child welfare act, which could potentially affect any attorney practicing anywhere in the State of North
Dakota if he has or she has reason to believe that they will be representing an Indian client in any kind of a custody
action except for divorce. Primarily that's a very simplified summary of what the act concerns. And I think just
about everybody who attended that session came away with some knowledge that they hadn't heretofore had. We
hope to be able to continue these joint conferences not only for our own staff, but for the private attorneys in North
Dakota.
What I would like to see in the future, as I said earlier, is a much closer working relationship between the
private Bar and legal services. And I'm ready, willing, and able at any time to do this. If legal services in North
Dakota is to survive - I'm not talking about growing, I'm talking about surviving, I'm talking about the one office
here in Minot with one attorney, the one office in Devils Lake with one attorney when we can keep an attorney to
practice in Devils Lake at our salaries, and the two two-attorney offices in Fargo and Bismarck - we'll need some
kind of funding outside the federal funding which has up until now been stable. But as we've seen very clearly, it
cannot be relied on in the future. And I guess I will probably be contacting most of you in the future, asking for your
support in securing some nonfederal funding.
One of the avenues that I'm thinking of exploring, and would really like some feed-hack on, and would also like
your support on if we decide to go ahead with it, is an increase in the filing fees. Our filing fees in North Dakota are
pobably in the low middle range of filing fees in the United States, of course, according to our studies. And there
ve been about eight states in the United States right now that have put a surcharge on their filing fees to support
legal services activites. I'm not talking about twenty or thirty dollars; I'm talking about ten or fifteen dollars. And
what I think would be a very good and beneficial approach is that the surcharge be split between legal services and
the North Dakota Legal Foundation. I think that is a very beneficial and worthwhile endeavor. And the fees should
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not go directly to LAND, but they perhaps should go through the State Bar Association to be given to nonprofit
corporate legal services programs, or at least a percentage, a required percentage, should go to nonprofit legal
programs, and then perhaps a percentage should go to a private Bar delivery system. I think this is a very good
way, without assessing an additional burden on the State of North Dakota, without assessing a difficult burden on
any of our clients, to increase the stability of legal services, and also to benefit the North Dakota Legal
Foundation.
I have not explored the political ramifications of this at the present time. It's just an idea that has been
discussed among a few people. And I'm bringing it to your attention at this time to get your reaction to it and
hopefully in the future to get your support.
Lastly, I'd also like to announce that we do have some monies other than the private Bar monies that are
called one-time monies. And they won't help us in our budget problems this year. They won't be available next
year. And we want to do something very meaningful with these monies, so we're going to be making a contribution
to the North Dakota Legal Foundation as soon as it receives its tax exempt status. And we will be placing some
conditions on these funds that they be used in the area of poverty law either for CLE, for Law Review articles, for
symposiums on poverty law, for scholarships for students who want to go into poverty law work, or for special
internship programs forstudents who want to work in legal services programs or in related programs.
Lastly, we will also be working with the State Bar Association in a joint effort in funding CLE's that may be not
what your traditional area of poverty law is, but areas such as the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, truth and
lending remedies, civil rights, and things like that.
That concludes my report or my presentation to you. I thank you very much for listening to me. I hope that the
ideas that I've presented are just a beginning, that the number of people that have worked so well with me in the
past will continue, and that we will pick up new supporters in the future. As I say, it can be a very strong, very
beneficial thing, not only for legal services, but for the private Bar and the citizens of North Dakota. Thank you
very much.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you, Linda. And also for the pledge for the Bar Foundation.
Next Randy Lee has several items in his usual efficient manner. Randy.
MR. RANDY H. LEE: The first of the items is the resolutions, which I think is the last item on the prebreak
agenda.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: No.
MR. LEE: No? Pardon me. I never said it.
The first item is a report that I have been requested to make to you by Lowell Bottrell. Lowell is a law student.
He will be a third-year student this year. He's President of the Moot Court Board. The report consists of two parts.
The first is a very large thank you. And the second is a prayer. The thank you part is to you for your help, your
money, often, and more often, your time and your personal assistance in judging practice rounds and elimination
rounds for the contests. Our Moot Court program has in each of the last three years at the Law School had the
privilege of sending a University of North Dakota team to the nationals in New York City. And, of course, to get to
the nationals our team had to survive the elimination rounds in regional competition. There are probably very few
law schools in the United States that can claim ever to have had three years in a row teams in the nationals in New
York City. And this is a great testament to the quantity and the quality of the help we've received from members of
the State Bar Association of North Dakota. The Moot Court Board asked me to express my thanks to all of you; to
those of you who have directly helped by being at the Law School when asked, and the rest of you because your
money through your Bar Association has helped in many ways and many times to support the program that the
Moot Court Board runs at the Law School.
Now for the prayer. Our Moot Court Board has bitten off a healthy chunk for next year. In addition to the help
we ask of you every year, we need an extra measure, because in the spring of the coming school year, the spring of
1983, our Law School will host the Midwest Moot Court tournament. All the states in this region will be sending one
or two or perhaps even three teams, some of them, to this tournament. This will probably occur around the
weekend of April 20th. We will literally need the help, the support, and the time of a huge percentage of the lawyers
in this state in order to have enough judges to run this tournament. You will be hearing from the Moot Court Board
directly with a request for your help, and I hope that many of you can plan on a trip for some purpose or other, or
this purpose, or this purpose and others, to Grand Forks to help out the Moot Court Board and provide some
judging for some of the rounds in this regional contest. So look forward to that letter, if you will.
Let me close with one item of special thanks on behalf of the Moot Court Board, and that is that we're truly
grateful to all of you for your help, but we have to be especially grateful, and hope that the rest of you are, too, for
the lawyers in the Grand Forks area. We impose a very high and special and different burden on them just by their
proximity. And the lawyers and the judges of Grand Forks are of a special help to us. And we do appreciate it very
much. This year we expanded the class of persons on whom we imposed a special burden. The Moot Court program
now not only does what it did perhaps when you were in Law School with the appellate mock arguments, it now also
includes trial work. And the Moot Court Board put a whole hatch of students on a bus one Saturday, after having
lined it up with the Fargo and Cass County lawyers, and sent them down there for a Saturday, and a whole bunch of
very dedicated Fargo and Cass County lawyers and judges gave us about eight or ten hours of a Saturday to judge
a series of mock trials. So to the lawyers and judges of Grand Forks, Fargo, Cass County, and Grand Forks
County, a very special thanks from the Moot Court Board, but a thank you to all of you as well.
MR. FRANK J. WIKENHEISER: Bring 'em to Linton next year.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Bring it to Linton?
MR. LEE: Yes, I'm sure that the Linton Bar would turn out in great numbers to support, or at least high
percentage, Frank, to support theactivities of theAssociation.
Second item is far, far more brief. Somewhere in the back, yes, on the little table right towards the corner
there, I have placed, in my capacity as the American Bar Association Membership Chairman for this state, a
passel of materials on the benefits of ABA membership for those who wish to join, details with respect to the
sections, and details with respect to the dues. Many of you are already convinced that ABA membership is well
worth the money and the services and the opportunities to serve. I certainly believe that. And that's why I give my
time. There are many of you in this room that do, and I won't bore you with that. The rest of you owe it to yourself
to learn it by joining and actively participating. It's like every other organization; if all you do is pay dues, you get
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nothing. If you pay dues and participate, you earn benefits well beyond the mere insurance plans that you thereby
become qualified to join. So I urge you, if you're not familiar with the American Bar Association, to pick up some
of that material and look at it and join.
President Paul, should I stand aside now and come back for resolutions or proceed?
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Go ahead.
MR. LEE: Now I will act in my capacity as the Resolutions Committee Chairman. Your Resolutions Com-
mittee was appointed by President Paul yesterday at the first business session. It has worked assiduously
throughout the night and into the wee hours of the morning. The Committee was composed of Joel Gilbertson of
Bismarck, Fred Whisenand of Williston - I am sure it's only our hard work into the wee hours of the morning
that's kept Fred away today - and me, of course, Randy Lee of Grand Forks. We have one prefiled resolution and
five at-the-meeting resolutions.
Judge Burdick, I apologize in advance to you, sir. The style manual was not in my pocket when we did these.
And undoubtedly we will not perform according to the high standards of the National Conference of Com-
missioners on Uniform State Laws. And I again beg your indulgence in that respect.
The first resolution is the prefiled resolution, and I would read it in this manner:
BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED that the Constitution and Bylaws of the State Bar Association of North Dakota
be amended to delete the provisions making the American Bar Association Delegate an ex officio member of the
Board of Governors.
This was friled at last year's annual meeting by Christine Hogan as required by the Constitution and is
therefore up for a vote at this year's meeting. Mr. President.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: You've heard that resolution. I might inform you that since its presentation at the
last Annual Meeting the Board of Governors has reviewed that on several occasions and has concluded that it is
more for the Association and for the Board of Governors to have the input of the ABA Delegate and to have that
Delegate present at meetings in order that that form of communication continue. And consequently during this
past year, the Board of Governors has resolved to oppose this motion. I would invite anyone to speak further to the
motion if you care to. Mr. Gierke, would you care to?
PRESIDENT-ELECT GIERKE: Well, contrary to what may seem to be obvious, this is not a ploy to get rid of
Bob Dahl. In fact, Bob was the one that suggested it. And I think the reason that he suggested it is he just felt that it
was very burdensome for the ABA Delegate to attend all these meetings. Bob has been a member of the Board of
Governors for some thirteen years in his capacity as a District President, then as President-Elect, President, and
Past President, and now eight years as an ABA Delegate. His counsel and advice have been invaluable to the
Board. He's an outstanding member of our Board. And we're going to miss him. But we do feel that it is a valuable
liaison between the Board of Governors and the American Bar Association. And it's like Paul said, we would like to
have this resolution defeated. And I'm sure that if, as with any other member of the Board of Governors, if given
time, the ABA Delegate is not able to attend the meeting, that his absence can be excused. But we would like to
have the Constitution remain as it is. Thank you.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you, Sparky. Are there others who wish to be heard on this resolution? Mr.
Dahl.
MR. ROBERT E. DAHL: As already indicated, having made the motion myself, I think I can assure you that
the resolution was offered by me not to avoid any work or not to cause my elimination. From a practical stand-
point, and this is the reason I had offered the resolution, it's been emphasized to some extent by Sparky already,
the ABA Delegate and the Bar itself is faced with a couple of problems in the choice of the ABA Delegate. It isn't
like being elected to a school board where you've been observing them for a number of years and you're relatively
aware of what's going on or what should be going on, in any event. There's no way that a person can get advanced
education on being a member of the House of Delegates of the American Bar Association. So the first couple years,
at least, that you're down there, you're in a learning experience. And actually sometimes it takes longer than that.
The point I'm making at this time is that the ABA Delegate almost of necessity should be in there for at least three,
terms so that he can provide actual intelligent liaison between the ABA and the State Association. The problem
there is the fact that you have two meetings of the ABA that the ABA Delegate has to attend, beth of which with the
travel time and everything probably are going to take a week to ten days of total time during the year. Add to that
a minimum of I think six to eight meetings of the Board of Governors during that time, you can start to add up
another couple of days, depending on where the ABA Delegate is from, and his travel back and forth usually to
Bismarck, sometimes to Williston, and sometimes to Dickinson, and sometimes to Fargo, possibly. So it doesn't
make much difference where the ABA Delegate is, there's time involved there. If you start adding it all up you're
starting to talk about possibly as many as twenty to twenty-five productive days during the year that the ABA
Delegate must dedicate to Bar Association work. That's the first point.
The second point is that I have studiously, believe it or not, those of you who know me quite well, I have
studiously attempted to avoid the pitfall that many of us fall into. That's a rather redundance, I guess. As we grow
older, and as we think we acquire more experience, we sometimes feel that we know it all. And being the senior
member of a group such as the Board of Governors you have to make a comment on practically everything that
comes. And not only that, as beth Sparky and Paul very graciously noted, they have relied upon me. That puts
more burden on the ABA Delegate. I don't believe that our Association has to rely on any one person to that extent.
We need a certain amount of continuity, yes. But we don't need the kind of holdovers, like me, who have been
around for thirteen years, which is too much time for anyone to spend on the Board of Governors, on your gover-
ning board. That's better than one-third of my active period as a lawyer. I think you would agree with me. That's
the reason that I made that resolution. I would have no objection to a substitute motion, which I haven't even
discussed with any members of the Board of Governors, to have a provision in there that the ABA Delegate shall
attend such meetings of the Board of Governors as may be required or requested by the Board or by the President.
Then there would be some fluidity there or flexibility. But right now if you have a person who's going to be
dedicated and who's going to be loyal to the Association, he's going to make an effort to attend every one of those
meetings. And it does become a burden. That's very frankly one of the reasons I have retired. The other is that I
think it's time for some new faces. Thanks for hearing me.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thanks, Bob.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: And I think it's appropriate the folks let you know how much your work has been ap-
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preciated. You have done a great deal. It does not alter my views. And Bob didn't suggest defeating it. And I think
that Sparky can take care of the problem, if any exists, with an ABA Delegate who may not be able to attend each
meeting. And, as you say, dedicated and diligent people, those are the only kind we want to elect anyway.
Is there any other comment relative to the resolution? If not, I will call for a vote. Those in favor of the
resolution say aye. Opposed? The Chair declares the resolution defeated.(Whereupon, the motion was presented by President Kloster and defeated by the General Assembly.)
MR. LEE: The second resolution brought by your committee is as follows:
WHEREAS, the success of any Bar Association requires the diligent and dedicated services of many lawyers;and
WHEREAS, some lawyers distinguish themselves by great personal sacrifice in the work of the Bar; andWHEREAS, Robert Dahl has served the members of the State Bar Association of North Dakota for many
years as its Delegate to the House of Delegates of the American Bar Association; andWHEREAS, the service of Bob Dahl as our ABA Delegate has been excellent and efficient and has brought
honor to the Bar of this State.
IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED by the General Assembly of the State Bar Association of North Dakota that the
gratitude of the Association and its members is extended to Bob Dahl; and -'
IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary shall deliver a copy of this resolution to Robert Dahl.
Mr. President, I move the suspension of the rules requiring prefiling and reading at the first business session
and the adoption of the resolution.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Is there a second?
MR. HAROLD ANDERSON: Second.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Harold Anderson. In taking the vote on this motion, let's do that by a standing
ovation, shall we?
(Applause.)(Whereupon, the motion was presented by President Kloster and passed by the General Assembly.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: That was gratefully and unanimously adopted. Thanks, Bob.
MR. DAHL: Thank you.
MR. LEE: I am asking a member of the Committee, Joel Gilbertson, to read the next resolution.
MR. JOEL W. GILBERTSON: I should point out the reason I'm reading the resolution, Dean Warden, if you're
here, is not because Randy voted against it.
WHEREAS, Karl P. Warden has served in exemplary fashion as Dean of the Law School, University of North
Dakota;
WHEREAS, Dean Warden has given much time and effort in meeting the members of the Bar by traveling
throughout the state;
WHEREAS, Dean Warden in dealing with the lawyers and judges of this State has always been the essence of a
true southern gentlemen;
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that this Association offers its gratitude to Dean Warden for his out-
standing service to the Bar and the State of North Dakota.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this Association offer its best wishes to Karl and Betty, and wishes Karl
success on his new position as Dean of the Law School at Mercer University in Macon, Georgia.
I move the adoption of the resolution, suspension of the rules.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Is there a second?
MR. J. PHILIP JOHNSON: Second.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Phil Johnson, Fargo.
Let's similarly vote on this as we did on the preceding resolution.(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: That motion is carried.(Whereupon, the motion was presented by President Kloster and passed by the General Assembly.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Randy.
MR. LEE: Next resolution reads this way;
WHEREAS, the Annual Meeting of the State Bar Association provides us all with our principal opportunity fordiscussion of our mutual professional concerns, and a welcome place to greet old friends and make new ones; and
WHEREAS, in order to perform this function an Annual Meeting must operate smoothly and be organized and
administered with great planning by a number of people; and
WHEREAS, the contribution of time and energy is significant and important to ensure the success of the An-
nual Meeting; and
WHEREAS, it is a unanimous judgment of all that the 1982 Annual Meeting is a great success on all counts;
IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED by the General Assembly of the State Bar Association of North Dakota that thegratitude of the Association and its members is extended to the Annual Meeting Committee, and to all those who
worked in the effort and to the Ward County Bar for its support.
Mr. Chairman, I move the suspension of the rules and the adoption of the resolution.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Is there a second?
MR. FRANK J. WIKENHEISER: Frank Wikenheiser.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: All those in favor say aye. Opposed?(Whereupon, the motion was presented by President Kloster and passed by the General Assembly.)
MR. LEE: WHEREAS, the Annual Meeting of the State Bar Association of North Dakota, as one of its
principal functions, serves to update and inform the membership on issues and subject matters of concern and
importance to the profession; and
WHEREAS, that function cannot be fulfilled without careful and diligent preparation by our speakers of their
presentations; and
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WHEREAS, the presentations by our speakers of the 1982 Annual Meeting have been well delivered and well
received;
IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED by the General Assembly of the State Bar Association of North Dakota that the
gratitude of the Association and its members is extended to all those who performed as our speakers at this 1982
Annual Meeting, including Loretta Malandro, Alvin Anderson, Dennis Fox, and Kline Strong.
Mr. President, I move the suspension of the rules and the adoption of this resolution.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Is there a second?
MR. ROBERT E. DAHL: Second.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Bob Dahl.
Those in favor say aye. Opposed? The resolution is adopted.
(Whereupon, the motion was presented by President Kloster and passed by the General Assembly.)
MR. LEE: There is one more. Yes. Your Resolution Committee, as I said, was active long into the night.
WHEREAS, the Annual Meeting of the State Bar Association of North Dakota presents the members with
many opportunities for discussions with colleagues in an unhurried and comfortable social context; and
WHEREAS, the Bar is financially assisted in providing these opportunities by organizations interested in
serving the members of the Bar;
IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED that the members and the Association extend thanks to First Trust Company of
North Dakota, to Bob Diers and the Harold Diers Agency, and to the Allan Smith Company for its gifts and support
of this Annual Meeting.
Mr. President, I move the suspension of the rules and the adoption of the resolution.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Is there a second?
MR. KENNETH G. PRINGLE: Second.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Ken Pringle.
Those in favor of the resolution say aye. Opposed? The resolution is unanimously carried.
(Whereupon, the motion was presented by President Kloster and passed by the General Assembly.)
MR. LEE: Thank you, Mr. President.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you very much, Randy.
You may recall that yesterday I mentioned what I felt to be appropriate in amending the statute which
governs our license fees. Our Constitution provides that they cannot change except by a vote of members at an
annual meeting. However, even that vote is insufficient to accomplish that end without legislative approval.
Depending on the particular year that this Association might meet, and the fact that any change in fees would not
be effective until January of the succeeding year, we could be in a position of having our action ineffective for a
minimum of either one and a half or two and a half years and then remain subject to the legislative process. And I
feel that we should amend that statute so as to strictly govern our own Association.
Would anyone care to speak on that? Harold Anderson?
MR. HAROLD ANDERSON: Mr. Chairman, having served on the committee, and knowing the problems
attendant to keeping the organization solvent, I feel that something of this nature should have been done a long
time ago. It doesn't seem appropriate, in my opinion, that we have to look to the legislature to determine how much
our fees are going to be. Now I know there are arguments that we are an integrated Bar, and we're forced to
belong, so therefore we've got to have some protection. But I ask you, protection from what? From ourselves?
Because we will have to vote on this if we want to increase our dues, it will have to be done in an assembly such as
this. It seems to me entirely inappropriate that we should have the legislature setting a cap on what we can charge
our memberships. So I would move at this time, and I don't believe this is necessary to have this set forth a day or
so ago, but it may be. But I would move at this time that we urge the governing board to seek an amendment to the
state statute to remove the requirement that our fees be approved or set by the state legislature.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you very much, Harold. Is there a second to the motion which has been
made?
MR. C. NICHOLAS VOGEL: Nick Vogel. Second.
MR. J. PHILIP JOHNSON: Second.
MR. DAVID R. BAILLY: Second.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Second both by Philip Johnson and David Bailly. Double second.
Is there any other discussion upon the motion now made? If there is no discussion, those in favor of the motion
indicate so by saying aye. Opposed?
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: The Chair declares the motion carried.
(Whereupon, the motion was presented by President Kloster and passed by the General Assembly.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: At this time I'll turn the meeting over to President-Elect Gierke who will present his
budget.
PRESIDENT-ELECT GIERKE: Thank you very much, Paul.
Mike Rost and I sought the counsel and advice of Joel Gilbertson, and we reviewed the needs of the Association
for the coming year in light of the budget of the past year. The results of that conference were subsequently
presented to the Board of Governors at our May meeting. Some minor changes were made at that time. And the
budget as now proposed was passed upon by the Board of Governors in Dickinson.
The proposed budget has been posted on the board during the convention. And I believe also that it was
included in your convention packet. The total budget as proposed is $210,100 as compared to $199,700 last year or an
increase of approximately five percent. There are no real significant changes in the budget. There is shifting of a
budget item from CLE production to the salaried item of our Assistant Executive Director. Most of the other
committees should function pretty much the same as they have in the past, and they are budgeted for accordingly.
Are there any questions with regard to the budget?
MR. WARD M. KIRBY: Ward Kirby, Dickinson. Yes. This obviously is a deficit budget. And last year's must
have been a deficit budget, also. Out of what source of funds do we make up the deficit? That's question number
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one. And, number two, perhaps the budget wasn't fully expended last year, or in the last budget year, I should put
it that way. If that's the case why then, of course, the budget doesn't quite reflect what your expenditures were.
PRESIDENT-ELECT GIERKE: Historically the budget has been proposed as a deficit budget. But the
expenditures have not come up to the budgeted amount.
If there are no further questions, Mr. President, I'm moving the adoption of the budget.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Is there a second to the motion?
MR. GARY W. LAWRENCE: Gary Lawrence of Northwood.
PRESIDENT KILOSTER: Is there further discussion on the proposed budget? If not, those in favor of the
proposed budget will signify by saying aye. Opposed? The motion is carried. The budget is adopted.(Whereupon, the motion was presented by President Kloster and passed by the General Assembly.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Our remaining business items will include the election of officers, and also the
election of the ABA Delegate. We will take a short break, and we will then resume for that purpose in about ten
minutes.
(Whereupon, theproceedings recessed from 2:50 to 3:04 p.m.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Can we resume our business session so we can conclude as soon as possible. If
everyone would kindly be seated.
The next item of business is the election of officers of the Association for the coming year, and also the election
of the ABA Delegate, which is for a period of two years.
Before we begin, I would like to take this opportunity to thank Norman Mark, our court reporter, who's again
with us, and who always does an excellent and outstanding job. Thank you, Norman. We appreciate it very much.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: And also the support of the reporters. I think, as you're aware, they aided in the
festivities on Wednesday evening.
As I advised yesterday, the election proctors are Gary Lawrence and Dan Greenwood who will act in the event
of any contested election. In the event of a contested election a written ballot will be used.
I'll declare first nominations open for the position of ABA Delegate representing our Association for the period
of two years. And I believe that the job becomes effective at the conclusion of the American Bar Association
Annual Meeting in August of 1982. Are there nominations for ABA Delegate? Dick McGee. We would like to keep
nominating speeches to about three minutes.
MR. RICHARD H. MCGEE II: Ten minutes?
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: A couple seconds, if we can. It will not be rigidly enforced.
MR. MCGEE: Thankyou.
I'd like to place in nomination for the ABA Delegate from the State Bar Association the name of Phil Johnson
of Fargo. I am sure that everybody here knows him. But just for the record let me go back over some of his
activities in your Bar Association, of which he figures very prominently in the past years, and certainly is
acquainted with all phases of the Bar activity. He's your Past President, Secretary-Treasurer. He was Chairman,
one of the leading figures, in our early CLE programs. He was on our Citizens Committee on the judicial article.
He's a Past Chairman of the Real Property and Probate Section. I think he's now mixed up in the Foundation. I
can't give you too many pluses on that yet. He's on the Law School Committee. He knows North Dakota, he knows
North Dakota lawyers, and he knows our problems.
He started out very well in the world. He was bern in Minot, went to Minot schools, graduated from my school,
Minot State College, then went on down to UND for his law degree. He's a JAG officer of several years, and after he
was out of the military, he returned to Fargo. He's an active practicing lawyer down in Fargo and has been ever
since he got out of the JAG. He did have a brief period during which he was on the Supreme Court of North Dakota,
but he graciously retired hack to Fargo to continue in his law practice.
I am very happy to place the name of Phil Johnson in nomination, and I earnestly request your support and
vote. Thank you.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you, Dick. Is there a seconding speech for Phil? Phil, where are your
seconders? Al Larivee is supposed to be here. Wait for a recruitment period for the seconding of Mr. Johnson.
MR. ROBERT E. DAHL: Any further nominations?
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: He just loves to sort of have a history of political campaigns.
MR. C. NICHOLAS VOGEL: Nick Vogel. I will second that nomination.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Mr. Vogel has seconded the nomination. Are there any other seconds for the
nomination of Phil Johnson?
MR. M. DANIEL VOGEL: Dan Vogel. I'll also second the motion.
MR. DAHL: There is one over there.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: And Dan Vogel seconded the nomination, also.
Are there any other nominations for the position of ABA Delegate? Mr. Kautzmann.
MR. DWIGHT C. H. KAUTZMANN: Mr. President, I move that we suspend the rules and cast a unanimous
ballot for Phil Johnson.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: You've heard the motion. Is there a second?
MR. ROBERTO. WEFALD: Second.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Much easier to get a second to that motion.
THE REPORTER: Who made it?
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Attorney General Wefald.
All those in favor of the steam roller motion signify by saying aye. Opposed? That motion is unanimously
carried.(Whereupon, the motion was presented by President Kloster and passed by the General Assembly.)
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PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Congratulations, Mr. Johnson.
Members, let me just read you a little bit of history. You may recall at least year's Annual Meeting when the
motion was made to change the Constitution relative to the ABA Delegate and Bob Dahl then got up and advised
everyone of all that was involved, somewhat along the lines that he did today. It's very expensive and so on. And he
said, "You know," he said, "I take my wife along. And, you know, next year it will be someone else's turn." He
said, "It cost me a thousand bucks to get to Houston with my wife, cost me a thousand bucks to get out of Houston.
And so if you want a Bar Delegate you better have a source of funds." That was responded to by President Johnson
as follows: "If there are any other lawyers as competent and wealthy as Bob Dahl they should certainly consider
the position."
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: I now declare nominations open for the position of secretary-treasurer of our
Association for the coming year. I see Mr. Bailly is on the way.
MR. DAVID R. BAILLY: David Bailly, Fargo.
President Paul, members of the Bar. It is my pleasure as the Chief Executive Officer and the Chief Operating
Officer, and indeed the only officer, of the Young Lawyers Section, to place into nomination the name of Dwight
Eiken for secretary-treasurer of the State Bar Association of North Dakota.
Dwight was bern and raised in Portland, North Dakota. He was quoted today as saying that he hopes the Bar
will not hold that against him. He received his undergraduate degree from North Dakota State University in
industrial engineering in 1973, and his Juris Doctor degree from the greatest class ever to attend the University of
North Dakota School of Law in 1976. As a law school classmate of Dwight's, I can honestly say that he was
definitely a mediocre student. I believe that makes him well qualified, indeed, to hold this most coveted position.
Actually Dwight was the only one that indicated he'd be willing to accept the nomination, so that also had some
effect.
Quite seriously, there's no question that Dwight has been an active member and as active as anyone this past
year in the Young Lawyers Section in their activities of which there were none. But he did serve quite adequately
as an appointed officer of the Section since yesterday.
Dwight, please rise and be recognized.
(Applause.)
MR. BAILLY: Quite seriously, I think that Dwight will be an excellent secretary-treasurer, and I place his
name into nomination. Thank you.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you, Mr. Bailly.
Dwight, have you got any other friends like that? I guess you do.
MR. MICHAEL S. MCINTEE: Mike McIntee, Towner.
President Paul, members. For those of you who do not know me, I am Mike McIntee. Not that Mike Mclntee in
Williston, the other Mike McIntee in Towner.
I was asked to give a seconding speech for Dwight. I asked him what shall I talk about? He said, "My honesty
and my integrity." We all got together, we couldn't find any of that. I will say that I am also from the class of '76. I
will agree it is the best class that ever came out of UND. Dwight was an active member in our class. He was an
individual who showed his willingness to work with our class. He is an honest individual, and I think he would make
an excellent secretary-treasurer. I second his nomination.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thanks, Mike. Are there any other seconding speeches for Dwight?
MR. LEROY A. LODER: Mr. President.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Mr. Loder.
MR. LODER: I would like Dwight Eiken to know my name is LeRoy Loder, and I'm from Minot. He didn't ask
me to second his nomination. I'm here to speak to it. I don't know if I speak to it. In 1976, a young man came out of
law school and he needed someone to move his admission to federal court before Judge VanSickle. I practiced law
in Minot a number of years, and I had a fairly good rapport with Judge VanSickle. And so I went before him and
made a motion, and Judge VanSickle considered it at length. He finally did admit Dwight Eiken to the federal
court. Dwight and I haven't seen each other in the four or five years since that. How many years has it been,
Dwight?
MR. EIKEN: I think three.
MR. LODER: Six. So Wednesday night we meet at the Minot Country Club, and I say, "Hi, Dwight. How are
you? Do you remember me?" No, he doesn't. All of you people that have been admitted to federal court, I swear
you know who admitted you, who moved your admission. Well, I was wondering if there was someone better in
Williston, you know, than this. I talked with Judge Burdick, and, well, he was, you know, frank to admit there
probably wasn't anyone.
There is another good golfer in the Association. You know, the championship wasn't won this year by Garry
Pearson; it was won by young Mr. Cease. I got second.
So if it's all right, I'll support him, too. Is anybody else running?(Applause.)
MR. ROBERT E. DAHL: Mr. President.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: One of those cliff hangers, Dwight. He waited clear to the end, but he did say he's
supportingyou.
MR. DAHL: I really don't think that Joe Loder came up there to second his nomination at all. I think he really
wanted to let us all know that he came in second at the golf tournament.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Appropriately noted.
Are there any other seconding speeches? Are there any other nominations for the office of secretary-
treasurer? Yes.
JUDGE JOEL D. MEDD: Mr. President, I move that nominations cease and the Secretary be instructed to
cast a unanimous ballot for the only nominee.
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PRESIDENT KLOSTER: The steam roller motion has been made. Is there a second to it?
MR. NICHOLAS VOGEL: Second.
MR. RICHARD J. FOREST: Second.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Rich Forest. Those in favor say aye. Opposed? You are the unanimous choice in
spite of your friends. Congratulations.
(Whereupon, the motion was presented by President Kloster and passed by the General Assembly.)
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Larivee is here. The campaign is in full swing. Mr. Larivee. Al Larivee.
MR. RICHARD MCGEE: Where were you when we needed you?
MR. ALLAN J. LARIVEE: I was preparing myspeech.
Mr. Chairman, just briefly, Phil Johnson asked me to second his nomination for ABA Delegate, and he gave
me a prepared text. And I edited that on what I thought was an appropriate media. And I will file that now in the
appropriate place. Thank you.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you very much.
As you are aware, under Article VI of our Constitution we provide that the president-elect is automatically the
president at the expiration of one year. So Sparky will automatically assume that position and there will be no
election in that regard.
The present position under consideration, nominations are now open for the office of president-elect of the
Association for the coming year. Mr. Backes.
MR. ORLIN W. BACKES: President Paul, it is an honor to place in nomination the name of Kermit Bye,
Fargo, North Dakota, for president-elect of the North Dakota Bar Association.
I have known Kermit Bye since our law school days at the University of North Dakota. In fact, Kermit was my
adversary in Moot Court competition. I found him then to be competent, and honorable, and a hard working
student. And I find him today when I work with him and against him to continue to be competent, to be honorable,
and to be hard working.
Kermit has literally served on every committee - every major committee, anyway - of the North Dakota
Bar Association. Particularly he has been involved in two committees which are very important to our
Association. He was involved in the Procedures Committee which wrote the rules for appellate procedure which
we use, and just now the new committee, the Fee Arbitration Committee, which has been discussed at our last
meeting and this meeting. He has been very active in the Inquiry Committee, the Legislative Committee, he has
conducted seminars. And Kermit has been an all-around supporter of the Bar Association.
Kermit is a senior partner in the law firm of Vogel, Brantner, Kelly, Knutson, Weir and Bye at Fargo. He has
been an active member of our Association for twenty years, graduating in 1962 from law school. He is currently
president of the East Central Judicial Bar Association, and therefore serves on the Board of Governors of the Bar
Association.
One other aspect that I think is really important is that Kermit has been very active in legislation. He spends a
lot of time; he knows the legislators. I think it's extremely important with the public image and the legislation that
we have a president who can work with our legislators and with the public. And I'm sure with Kermit Bye as
President of the Bar Association we will continue to be a strong Bar Association, continue to have new programs,
and continue to be in a leadership position. So it is a pleasure to nominate Kermit Bye.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you, Orlin. I will recognize Mr. Dahl.
MR. ROBERT E. DAHL: No. I'm sorry.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: All right. How about Conmy? Pat Conmy. Mr. Conmy.
MR. PATRICK A. CONMY: Yes. Mr. President, members of the Association, I have been asked to make a
seconding address on behalf of Kermit Bye. In so doing I would like to repay him for the many favors over the
years. He has, through client referral, introduced me deeper into poverty law and pro beno work. Kermit has some
attributes that must be brought out, in all honesty. He is misguided in his political affiliations. To his benefit,
however, it is totally appropriate that this organization should be headed by someone with the name and
appearance equal to that of the mascot of the North Dakota Fighting Sioux hockey team. Kermit has a talent
demonstrated over the years in the legislature in that we have watched him successfully represent perhaps the
most fractious group of clients any lawyer has ever been called on to appear before, an opinionated, disagreeable,
difficult to work with group who he has never succeeded in convincing they should all leave the state during the
legislative session so he could appear effectively for them. Having watched him over the years handle the affairs
representing the North Dakota judiciary, ladies and gentlemen, if he can handle that group he's worthy to be the
president of this Association, and in joining the ranks of us who are past presidents without blue ribbons
announcing that fact. Thank you.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thanks, Pat. Bill.
MR. WILLIAM E. KRETSCHMAR: President Kloster and members of the Bar, I'm pleased to second the
nomination of Kermit Bye as president-elect of our Association. I've known Kermit Bye now for several years with
his work before the legislative committees. And his thoroughness there, and his forthrightness, and testimony
before committees will give him good stand to work with the Bar Association.
I also served with Kermit for several years on the Combined Law Enforcement Council of revered memory
now. And there he was instrumental in getting the Central Leagal Research Program started at the University
Law School. That program is a great day to members of-the Bar, state's attorneys in our rural areas, judges and so
forth, and an excellent educational tool for the students at the Law School. So I know, Mr. President, that Kermit
will be a good president-elect for our Association. And he will act well and do a good job for us. So it is with a great
deal of pleasure that I second the nomination of Kermit Bye as president-elect.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you, Mr. Kretschmar.
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Are there other seconding speeches? Are there any other nominations for the office of president-elect of our
Association? Senator Lashkowitz.
MR. HERSCHEL I. LASHKOWITZ: Mr. President, I make the motion that the nominations cease and the
secretary be instructed to cast a unanimous ballot for Kermit Bye as president-elect of the North Dakota Bar
Association.
JUDGE EUGENE A. BURDICK: Second the motion.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Ladies and gentlemen, you have heard the motion. Is there a second?
MR. BURDICK: Second.
PRESIDENT-ELECT GIERKE: Judge Burdick.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Judge Burdick. All those in favor of the motion say aye. Opposed? The motion is
carried, and Mr. Bye is unanimously elected President of the Association. Mr. Bye, please come forward.(Whereupon, the motion was presented by President Kloster and passed by the General Assembly.)
(Applause.)
MR. KERMIT EDWARD BYE: President Paul, President-Elect Sparky, members of the Bar Association.
The traditional speech is just to say thank you and, of course, to be very solicitous of all of your supporters, which I
sincerely do. I should like to thank all of my friends who were courageous enough to stay here this afternoon for
this very highly and hotly contested election. I should also thank my enemies for not showing up at this year's
annual meeting at all, and for those who aren't sure which they are for at least keeping their counsel and not
putting anybody up to oppose me. I also want to give a special thanks to my wife Carol Beth who I'd like to have
stand up and be recognized at this time.
(Applause.)
IR. BYE: She somewhat hesitantly acquiesced to my wishes to want to run for this position. And I do know
that it's going to take some time away from family, etcetera, and she has graciously consented to that. I also want
to thank my law partners who at least by not coming up and beating me over the head for suggesting this idea have
been willing to go along with me and to fill in for the times that I know that I'll be required to be gone on Bar
Association business.
I want you to know that I have enjoyed serving on the Board of Directors of the Bar Association. I look forward
to joining Sparky and his administration during this coming year. And I'll tell Sparky now, after the meeting has
consented for us to go to the legislature and ask that we be relieved of the restriction on the amount of dues or fees
that we set for our licenses, that I'll help Sparky in the legislature get that legislation if he will be courageous
enough next year to ask your support in raising the annual license fee so we can carry on the activities of the Bar
Association.
I know that this is usually a time for a lot of funny stories. And I could tell you Bill Strutz's story about the
Argentine naval commander who used a glass-bettomed boat to fight the war at the Falkland Islands. I could also
tell you about Harold Anderson's story of the Norwegian who shot his dog. I won't go into any of those right now.
I was also very pleased to hear that the Dean has indicated that the University of North Dakota is going to be
the recipient of the largest collection of Norwegian law books outside of Norway. As I'm sure you all know, that is a
one-volume set. And until it arrives, until it arrives, there is actually a sample of it. And it's actually in the Dickey
County Courthouse at Ellendale. Somewhat unusual place to find Norwegian law books. I won't tell you what it is,
but it is very humorous. And I was trying a case some years ago down there with now Judge Jon Kerian, and he
was very careful to point it out. And it's on the back, right behind the bench in the mural that's up there on the back
wall. And all of you who get an opportunity to go down to Eliendale, to try cases, if you look at that very carefully,
you will see what Judge Kerian very astutely pointed out to me.
Lastly, on a serious note, I would like to say that I hope my administration would do this: The Bar Association
provides a lot of services. And as you can all appreciate those services are increasing. We're increasing staff and
we're providing new and I believe innovative programs for our Association. In large measure these programs
benefit the young more than they do those of us who have some years behind us. And I am going to do what I can to
encourage the young lawyers. We have some fine young people that are graduated each year from our various law
schools and come to practice here in North Dakota. And I'm going to encourage and solicit participation by the
younger members of the Bar, because I think that while those of us that have been around for a while certainly do
benefit from being active in Bar Association activities, the young people also have a large amount to gain. And so
that's going to be my pledge to you. And I do sincerely thank you very much. Thank you.
(Applause.)
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Congratulations, again, Kermit. I think that the Association has made an excellent
and wise choice. And we are certainly going to be in good hands at the time that Kermit takes over.
At this time I should make an inquiry. Sparky would like to have a Beard of Governors meeting. And I am not
certain whether the Northeast Judicial District, which I think changes this year, and the Southeast -
PRESIDENT-ELECT GIERKE: Wes Argue is counting on the Northeast. He's elected.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: The Northeast is taken care of. Has the Southeast Judicial District held its meeting
and elected a new president who will serve on the Board of Governors? Anyone from the Southeast know whether
or not that's been done?
MR. THEODORE KESSEL, JR.: Warren Stokes, Wahpeton, is the new president.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: Thank you. I think that takes care of it.
We have no further scheduled business. Is there any other business that any member has to bring before this
meeting?
MR. BURDICK: Mr. President, I move we adjourn.
PRESIDENT KLOSTER: We have the motion. I do not believe it's necessary. We will declare this annual
meeting of the Association adjourned.
(Whereupon, the proceedings were concluded at 3:32 p.m.)
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